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Abstract

A quantum vortex is an excitation of a superfluid that carries angular momentum, in which
the superfluid is expelled from and circulates around a region known as the vortex core. A
quantum vortex dipole consists of two bound quantum vortices with opposite circulation,
which together carry linear momentum. The topic of this thesis is two-fold, with a common
theme of quantum vortex dipoles.

In the first part of the thesis, the motion of a quantum vortex dipole incident upon a
step-change in the background superfluid density of an otherwise uniform two-dimensional
Bose-Einstein condensate is investigated, both analytically and numerically.

Due to the conservation of fluid momentum and energy, the incident and refracted
angles of the dipole satisfy a relation analogous to Snell’s law, when crossing the interface
between regions of different density. The predictions of the analogue Snell’s law relation
are confirmed for a wide range of incident angles by systematic numerical simulations of
the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE). Near the critical angle for total internal reflection, we
identify a regime of anomalous Snell’s law behaviour where the finite size of the dipole
causes transient capture by the interface. Remarkably, despite the extra complexity of the
surface interaction, the incoming and outgoing dipole paths obey Snell’s law.

In the second part of the thesis, the point-vortex model is used to find the stationary
states of an arbitrary neutral number of vortices of alternating sign arranged on a ring in
the simply bounded domain. These stationary states are collectively referred to as necklace
states, due to the symmetry of their appearance. Curiously, the necklace states are found to
have a simple relation to the metallic means, which are generalisations of the golden ratio.
The necklace state is numerically simulated with different initial perturbations in both the
point-vortex model and the GPE with a comparison of the results. Perturbations from the
necklace solution evolve differently in the point-vortex model and GPE due to the healing
length scale in the GPE enforcing a departure from the point-vortex model predictions. We
introduce a simple numerical scheme to compensate for the healing length and confirm the
necklace as a steady of the GPE. We find that the agreement between the point-vortex model
and GPE for evolution of significant perturbations persists for longer as the healing length
reduces compared to system size.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Quantum Vortices

Quantum vortices are a quantized flux of circulation and are prevalent in nature [1], occurring
in a wide range of physical systems, including superconductors [2], optics [3], and Bose-
Einstein condensates (BEC) [4–6]. Despite the breadth of quantum vortex phenomena in
nature, quantum vortices in many seemingly unrelated systems share the same mathematical
structures that describe their dynamics. Although the description of quantum vortices can
be unified across many physical phenomena by abstracting to a complex scalar field, here
we focus on modelling vortices that occur in a BEC.

At zero temperature a BEC is often modelled by using the Gross-Pitaevskii equation
(GPE) [6, 7] which uses a complex scalar field for the order parameter/wavefunction. The
modulus squared of the wavefunction gives the particle density of the condensate, and the
velocity field is given by the gradient of the phase of the wavefunction. Since the velocity
field is given solely by a gradient, the field must be irrotational except at any singularity
(vortex core) and the wavefunction must go to zero precisely at the vortex locations.

In three dimensions, quantum vortices manifest as a bending line of zero particle density
with a quantized circulation around it and can form complicated tangled structures. However
in a BEC under planar confinement, vortex bending is suppressed and vortex motion can
become effectively two dimensional (2D) [8], over a broad regime where BEC phase
coherence is preserved. 2D quantum vortex systems support a rich phenomenology [9],
including the Kosterlitz-Thouless phase [10, 11], and vortex clusters [12], and negative-
temperature states [13–20].

A single vortex may have a positive or negative charge associated with it, in which the
fluid rotating around the centre of the vortex has a clockwise or anti-clockwise circulation
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Figure 1.1: Stroboscopic images of the density profile |ψ|2/n0 in the rest frame of the dipole
launcher. A vortex dipole is launched by the two Gaussian potentials with V0/(1n0) = 5,
d/ξ = 4.5 where d is the 1/e width of the laser beam, and D/ξ = 19 where D is the distance
between the vortex anti-vortex pair. The stroboscopic images are taken at time intervals of
δt/t0 = 20. (a) A Gaussian potential with V0/(1n0) = 1 and d/ξ = 4.5 is located at y = 1.6.
(b) A Gaussian potential with V0/(1n0) = −1 and d/ξ = 4.5 is located at y = 1.6. (c) A
Gaussian potential with V0/(1n0) = 1 and d/ξ = 4.5 is switched on at t/t0 = 330. (d) A
Gaussian potential with V0/(1n0) = −1 and d/ξ = 4.5 is switched on at t/t0 = 330. The field
of view of each panel is 224ξ × 80ξ. Figure is adapted from Aioi et al. (2011), Ref [21]

respectively. We will refer to a positively and negatively charged vortex as a vortex and anti-
vortex respectively. A closely bound vortex anti-vortex pair in a phase-coherent BEC forms
a spatially localized vortex dipole that carries linear momentum [22]. These low-energy
states play a central role in the breakdown of superfluidity [23–25], and in energy transport
mechanisms underpinning 2D quantum turbulence (2DQT) [26–29].
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Advances in spatiotemporal optical trap control in BECs [30, 31] now enable a very
broad range of superfluid dynamics experiments, and the possibility of studying detailed
vortex motion is increasingly within reach of current technology. Dipoles have been created
and observed in a BEC confined by a parabolic potential [32], and in strongly damped
exciton-polariton systems [33]. Using red and blue-detuned lasers to precisely create vortex
dipoles with a controllable separation distance between the vortex anti-vortex pair has been
proposed [21]. This method has been used numerically to demonstrate dipoles colliding
in homogeneous systems and to slingshot dipoles past local Gaussian potentials. This was
found to either trap the dipoles or accelerate and curve their trajectory as shown in Figure
1.1 [21]. Frame (a) shows the trajectory of a dipole launched from between two blue-detuned
lasers and passing by a repulsive Gaussian potential. Frame (b) is similar, except that in
this case, the Gaussian potential is attractive. In frame (c) and (d) the dipoles are launched
directly into the repulsive and attractive Gaussian Potential.

With the dipoles changing their trajectories near a Gaussian potential, the question arises
as to whether there is some form of analogous Snell’s law governing dipole propagation
through a superfluid with a sudden change in density. In optics, Snell’s law gives the
relationship between the angle of incidence and refraction of a ray of light passing through
an interface between two optical media. Each optical medium is assigned an index of
refraction, which is defined as the ratio of the speed of light in the vacuum to the speed of
light in the medium.

L.A. Smirnov and V.A. Mironov [34] studied the dynamics and 2D dark quasi-solitons
in a smoothly homogeneous BEC. There they described the trajectories of the quasi-solitons
as following the path of geometric-optical rays in an equivalent isotropic medium, as
governed by an effective refractive index. Their expression for the effective refractive index
is dependent on both the density of the undisturbed condensate and the distance between
the quasi-soliton pair, which is proportional to the energy.

In the first part of this work, we study the propagation of quantum vortex dipoles incident
upon an interface of a sudden step change in background superfluid density in an otherwise
homogenous system. As is the case here, any excitation undergoing rectilinear propagation
at an interface can be expected to obey an analogue Snell’s law due to the conservation of
the component of momentum parallel to the interface. We indeed establish that a quantum
vortex dipole can be described as a collective excitation of the host superfluid that obeys an
analogous version of Snell’s law, due to conservation of energy and momentum, and hence
its motion bears a close (but not exact) analogy to the rectilinear propagation of optical rays
between media of constant refractive index.

We then present the systematic study of the phenomena observed as dipoles propa-
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gate from a low to a high-density region of superfluid and vice versa, with a systematic
change in the ratio between the incoming and outgoing superfluid density region, and the
energy/separation distance of the incoming dipole.

In contrast to the propagation of ordinary optical rays described by Snell’s law, vortex
dipoles can undergo different regimes of anomalous surface capture. In analogy with
optics, we derive a formula for the critical angle at which a dipole incident upon the
interface propagates parallel to it upon reaching the interface, and above which the dipole
undergoes reflection at the interface. For dipoles propagating in a relatively low-density
fluid towards an interface to a region of higher density, we identify five distinct regimes of
dipole propagation. Although vortex dipoles can have varying amounts of surface capture
duration at the interface, the analogous Snell’s law for vortex dipoles was found to describe
the asymptotic states when measuring the outgoing angle of the dipole about its last point
of contact with the interface.

In the second part of this work, we find the stationary positions and investigate the
stabilities of the necklace state in the disk. The necklace state is the symmetric arrangement
of N vortices of alternating circulation inside a circular domain, such that the vortices remain
stationary. For N = 2, the necklace state reduces to the case of a dipole in the circular
domain. This state has been studied both experimentally [32, 35] and theoretically [36–39].
The necklace state for N ≥ 4 has been studied in parabolic traps [38–43], and it has
been shown that for N ≥ 6 the necklace state may arise out of dark soliton stripes by a
symmetry breaking bifurcation [41, 42]. With recent advances in spatiotemporal trapping
potentials [30, 31], it is experimentally possible to create the necklace state in a hard-wall
trap with direct laser manipulation [44].

Although a BEC is compressible, in a 2D BEC with well-separated vortex cores the
dynamics of quantum vortices are accurately described by the point-vortex model provided
that the vortices remain well-separated (the inter-vortex distance remains much greater than
the scale of a vortex core) [9, 45]. The point-vortex model [46, 47] provides a simpler way
to study the dynamics of quantum vortices as the structure of the vortex cores is neglected.

The full history of point-vortex dynamics is rich with interesting connections between
vortex equilibria and algebraic geometry [48–51], in both the plane and bounded domain.
We give a review in detail these connections in Chapter 4.2. One of the earliest connections
between the stationary positions of point vortices and the roots of families of polynomials
was found by Stieltjes [52] while working analogously with interacting line charges. By
placing N identical point vortices at the roots of the N’th Hermite Polynomial, the vortices
rotate as a rigid body in the unbounded plane.

For an odd number of total vortices [N = 2n + 1 | n ∈ Z], we may change the previous
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configuration so that the vortex situated at the origin has a different strength of circulation.
The positions of the vortices that give rise to rigid body rotation are now situated at the roots
of the n’th generalized Laguerre polynomial of degree κo − 1/2 as a function of x squared,
L(κo−1/2)

(n) (x2) [53], where κo is the charge of the vortex at the origin. These findings were
further developed by Szeg̈o [54] and analysed in detail by Calogero and Ahmed [55].

Recent methods for finding the necklace state have been to use gradient descent in the
GPE [40] and modified Tkachenko equations in the vortex particle method [43]. In this
work, we find the necklace state by direct analysis of the point-vortex equation of motion
and find a simple analytic formula for generating necklace states of arbitrary large N. This
simple analytic form is also given by the roots of an orthogonal polynomial, but the roots
turn out to be a generalisation of the golden ratio, called the metallic means. We verify this
result by using point-vortex and GPE simulations to evolve the necklace state. Perturbations
to the necklace state in both the point-vortex model and the GPE are evolved and compared.

1.2 Outline

The structure of this thesis is as follows. We first review the background material in
Chapter 2, starting with Bose-Einstein condensation and the Gross-Pitaevskii equation.
Quantum hydrodynamics, quantum vortices, quantum vortex dipoles, the fundamentals
of two-dimensional fluid dynamics, vorticity in two dimensions, and the conditions of
incompressible flow are also reviewed.

In Chapter 3 a brief view of Snell’s law for waves is given, before setting out the
analytic description of Snell’s law for quantum vortex dipoles. We then detail the initial
states and numerical setup before presenting our systematic numerical simulations of the
GPE confirming Snell’s Law for quantum vortex dipoles. Three representative examples
are discussed first, before presenting low to high-density dipole trajectories, interface
phenomena and high to low-density dipole trajectories. A version of Snell’s law for quantum
vortex dipoles analogous to Snell’s optical index of refraction is given, before the conclusion
of the chapter.

In Chapter 4, we first give the background on the point-vortex model, before discussing
the history of finding point-vortex equilibria. We then derive the stationary solution for N

vortex dipoles in a necklace state in the disk and show the relationship of the solution to the
generalized golden ratio. Some examples of numerical simulations are presented, both for
the point-vortex model and the GPE, before concluding the chapter.

In Chapter 5, we first discuss the numerical setup and proceed to compare the necklace
state under evolution in the point-vortex model and GPE. Differences are observed between
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the two models, and an ansatz is proposed to account for the differences between the
models arising from finite vortex core size and boundary effects. The chapter then goes on
to compare perturbations to the necklace state between the point-vortex model and GPE
simulations.

Chapter 6 contains the final summary, conclusions and future prospects of the work
from this thesis.



Chapter 2

Background

In this Chapter, we review Bose-Einstein Condensation, the Hamiltonian that describes
an interacting system of bosons, the Gross-Pitaevskii equation, quantum vortices, vortex
dipoles, two-dimensional flows, incompressibility of superfluids, and review Snell’s law for
optical waves.

2.1 Bose-Einstein Condensation

For a classical gas of non-interacting particles at high temperature and low density, Maxwell-
Boltzmann statistics are an effective description of the distribution of particles over the
available energy states [56, 57]. As the temperature of the gas is decreased and/or the
density is increased, the classical description of the gas breaks down and the quantum
effects of the constituent particles in the gas can no longer be neglected. This occurs when
the average inter-particle spacing of the gas becomes smaller than the thermal de Broglie
wavelength [6, 58–60].

(V
N

)1/3

≤ Λ (2.1)

Here, V is the volume of the gas, N is the total number of particles, and Λ =
√

2π~2/mkBT

is the thermal de Broglie wavelength, with m the mass of the individual particles, kB is the
Boltzmann factor and T the temperature of the gas.

In this regime the particles become indistinguishable, and a different kind of statistics
is required to describe the particle distribution over the available energy states. In three or
more dimensions, there are only two kinds of statistics possible that describe the probability

7
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distribution of those particles occupying a set of discrete energy states. Those statistics are
known as the Bose-Einstein [61] and Fermi-Dirac statistics [62,63]. Each elementary particle
has an intrinsic angular momentum called spin, which may only have a magnitude of integer
or half-integer amount as a consequence of quantum mechanics and relativity. Composite
particles made out of elementary particles also have spin, which can be determined from the
spins of the constituent elementary particles and total orbital angular momentum.

Elementary and composite particles with half integer-spin are fermions and described
by Fermi-Dirac statistics. Fermions must obey the Pauli exclusion principle, in which two
particles may not occupy the same quantum state. Elementary and composite particles
with integer spin are bosons and are described by Bose-Einstein statistics. Bosons have no
restriction on the occupation of the same quantum state. As a consequence, a system of
bosons has the remarkable property of Bose-Einstein condensation, in which the majority
of the particles can undergo condensation to occupy the ground state of the system below
the critical temperature Tc.

The Bose-Einstein distribution for the mean number of particles in a given energy state
is given by

nBE(ε) =
1

e(ε−µ)/kBT − 1
(2.2)

where ε is the energy state, T is the temperature, kB is Boltzmann constant and µ is the
chemical potential, which constrains the number of particles. With a fixed number of
particles, the chemical potential is a determined quantity (although in practice it must be
found numerically). To avoid the unphysical result of negative occupation number, the
chemical potential must be less than the lowest energy state, ε0. To this end it is common to
set ε0 = 0, ensuring that µ � 0. The number of particles in the lowest energy state N0 is
given by

N0 =
1

e(ε0−µ)/kBT − 1
. (2.3)

As T decreases, the occupation of the lowest state will grow. The total number of particles
in the gas is given by

N =
∑

i

1
e(εi−µ)/kBT − 1

, (2.4)

where we simply sum over the available energy states. If kBT � ε0, a large number of terms
will contribute to the sum and we may approximate the sum by converting it to an integral

N =

∫ ∞

0
g(ε)

1
e(εi−µ)/kBT − 1

, (2.5)
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where

g(ε) = 2
√
ε

π

( m
2π~2

)3/2
V, (2.6)

is the density of states for a box of volume V . When µ = 0 the integral evaluates to

N = ζ(3/2)
(
mkBT
2π~2

)3/2

V, (2.7)

where ζ is the Riemann zeta function. But the particle number N is fixed and so contrary
to the result it cannot vary with T . It turns out that this result is only valid for one specific
temperature, the critical temperature Tc, at which the thermal de Broglie wavelength is
equal to the average inter-particle spacing and the quantum effects of the particles become
relevant. Using this result, the condition for BEC to occur can be written as

nΛ3 ≤ ζ(3/2), (2.8)

instead of T < Tc, where n = N/V is the number particle density and ζ(3/2) = 2.612....

In converting the sum over the particle distribution to an integral, the behaviour of the
lowest energy states was overlooked. As kBT decreases in the integral representation, the
lowest energy states have an exponential increase in occupation whereas the density of
states goes to zero proportional to

√
ε, and is zero for the lowest energy state g(0) = 0. This

sickness can be overcome by separating out the ground state occupation number N0 from
the integral. The resulting integral Nexcit, for the number of particles in the excited states,
will be approximately correct provided T � Tc, where the ground state occupation N0 is
much larger than the first few excited states.1

N0 = N − Nexcit = N
1 − (

T
Tc

)3/2 (T < Tc) (2.9)

Any particles that are not in the excited state must be in the ground state. As the temperature
decreases, µ must increase to conserve the number of particles. Above Tc, µ will be negative
and all of the particles will be distributed over the excited states, and below Tc, µ will be
very close to zero with an increasing number of particles occupying the ground state. This
macroscopic occupation of the ground state of the system is Bose-Einstein condensation.

1Temperatures near Tc are not considered here, as we are working towards a description of a BEC at zero
temperature. For temperatures near Tc, refer to any standard book on statistical mechanics [57].
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2.2 Interacting BEC

We consider a low-temperature gas of weakly interacting bosons with inter-particle distance
large enough that only two body interactions are dominant. The field operator from second
quantization expanded over the complete basis set Bn is

Ψ̂(†)(r, t) =
∑

n

a(†)
n (t)Bn(r), (2.10)

where a(†)
n (t) annihilates(creates) a boson at time t in mode n on the basis B at position r.

The field operators satisfy the commutation relations

[Ψ̂(r, t), Ψ̂†(r, t)] = δ(3)(r − r′); [Ψ̂(r, t), Ψ̂(r, t)] = [Ψ̂†(r, t), Ψ̂†(r, t)] = 0, (2.11)

where δ is the dirac delta function. The number operator is given by N̂ =
∫

Ψ̂†(r, t)Ψ̂(r, t)d3r.
To provide a description of the gas we use a Hamiltonian composed of two parts

Ĥ = Ĥsp + ĤI , (2.12)

where the first part is the single particle contribution from each particle individually and the
second part is from the interaction between the particles. In the single particle hamiltonian

Ĥsp =

∫
Ψ̂†(r, t)

(
−
~2

2m
∇2 + Vext(r, t)

)
Ψ̂(r, t)d3r, (2.13)

the first term inside the parentheses is the kinetic energy and the second term Vext(r, t) is the
external trapping potential. The interaction Hamiltonian is

ĤI =
1
2

∫
Ψ̂†(r, t)Ψ̂†(r′, t)V(r′ − r)Ψ̂(r′, t)Ψ̂(r, t)d3r′d3r, (2.14)

where the two body collisions between bosons are described by the potential V(r′ − r).
Since the gas of bosons is dilute and at a low temperature, the interaction potential can be
simplified by only considering the s-wave scattering contribution to two-body collisions and
ignoring the higher order scattering partial-waves. In an infinite uniform system we may
use the plane-wave basis for the field operators with periodic boundary conditions. In the
process of deriving the scattering potential, a wave-vector cut-off Λ must then be introduced
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in the summation over the modes in the plane-wave basis [60]

Ψ̂(†)(r, t) =
1
√

V

∑
|k|<Λ

a(†)
k (t)eik·r. (2.15)

The two body potential is then replaced with

V(r′ − r) =
4π~2as/m

1 − 2Λas/π
δ(3)

Λ
(r′ − r), (2.16)

where as is the s-wave scattering length, m is the atomic mass, and

δ(3)
Λ

(r′ − r) =
1
V

∑
|k|<Λ

eik·(r′−r), (2.17)

which behaves as a Dirac delta function when used with a wavefunction comprised of field
operators in the plane-wave basis with occupied modes below the cutoff. However, in the
work that follows we will always be within the cold collision regime (|k| � 1/as). We
thus use the phenomenological Fermi pseudo-potential which neglects the dependence on a
cut-off and simply replaces the true interaction potential with

V(r′ − r) = 1δ(3)(r′ − r), (2.18)

where 1 is related to the s-wave scatting length (as) by

1 =
4π~2as

m
. (2.19)

2.3 The Gross-Pitaevskii Equation (GPE)

In the Heisenberg picture, the equation of motion for the field operator is

i~
∂Ψ̂

∂t
= [Ψ̂,H]. (2.20)

provided that the field operator does not have any explicit time dependence. By using the
Hamiltonian from Eq. (2.12), the equation of motion is

i~
∂Ψ̂

∂t
=

(
−
~2

2m
∇2 + Vext(r, t)

)
Ψ̂(r, t) + 1Ψ̂†(r, t)Ψ̂(r, t)Ψ̂(r, t). (2.21)
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We may then use the Bogoliubov [64] approximation, by splitting the field operator into a
mean and fluctuating part

Ψ̂(r, t) = ψ(r, t) + δ̂(r, t), (2.22)

where
ψ(r, t) = 〈Ψ̂(r, t)〉, (2.23)

is the mean expectation value of the field and is known as the order parameter and the mean
expectation of the fluctuations

〈δ̂(r, t)〉 = 0, (2.24)

by definition. By substituting Eq. (2.22) into Eq. (2.21), we may neglect thermal and
quantum depletion of the bose gas by taking the expectation value. After some algebra we
arrive at the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) [6, 58–60]

i~
∂ψ(r, t)
∂t

=

(
−
~2

2m
∇2 + Vext(r, t) + 1|ψ(r, t)|2

)
ψ(r, t). (2.25)

The wavefunction is normalised so that the total number of atoms in the condensate is given
by

N =

∫
ρ(r)d3r, (2.26)

where ρ(r) = |ψ(r, t)|2 is the number density. The total energy of the condensate is given by

E =

∫ (
−
~2

2m
|∇ψ(r, t)|2 + Vext(r, t)|ψ(r, t)|2 +

1

2
|ψ(r, t)|4

)
d3r. (2.27)

For a condensate with a large number of atoms, an approximate solution to the wave-
function may be found. Provided that the external potential (Vext) is slowly varying the
gradient of the order parameter will be small and the kinetic energy term can be neglected.
The interaction and potential terms can then be used to obtain the approximate solution to
the wavefunction, which is known as the Thomas-Fermi approximation

ψ =

√
µ − Vext(r)

g
; Vext(r) < µ, (2.28)

where ψ(r) = 0 if Vext(r) > µ.
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2.3.1 Time Independent GPE

The stationary solution to the GPE is given by ψ(r, t) = ψ(r)e−iµt/~. With this wavefunction
the time independent equation is

(
−
~2

2m
∇2 + Vext(r, t) + 1|ψ(r, t)|2 − µ

)
ψ(r, t) = 0. (2.29)

The chemical potential µ now serves as the energy eigenvalue for the GPE. In a system with
no external potential (Vext(r) = 0), the solution to ψ is ψ =

√
ρ0, so that µ = ρ01. Since

we will often be working with solutions that have this trivial global phase dependence, it
is customary to remove the phase from the wavefunction and include it in the equation of
motion. With the global phase removed the time-dependent equation is now

i~
∂ψ(r, t)
∂t

=

(
−
~2

2m
∇2 + Vext(r, t) + 1|ψ(r, t)|2 − µ

)
ψ(r, t). (2.30)

2.3.2 Reduction of Dimensionality

By tight confinement along one axis, a BEC can be transformed into a quasi 2D system.
Using the method of separation of variables, we split the wavefunction into a product of the
x, y and z -axis; ψ(r) = ψ(x, y)ϑ(z). Integrating out the z-direction, the coupling constant
becomes 12D = 1/

∫
|ϑ(z)|4dz.

For vortex dynamics to be effectively two dimensional, the reduced dimension only needs
to be comparable to the healing length of the system. At this length scale, Kelvin waves
and vortex reconnections are suppressed [8] and the system remains far enough away from
the limit of suppression along one dimension where the Berezhkinski-Kosterlitz-Thouless
transition occurs [65].

2.3.3 Natural Units

It is convenient to work in natural units, and we do so with all numerical work in this
presentation. We define the healing length as

ξ =
~
√

mµ
, (2.31)

where the chemical potential µ = 12Dρ0 is related to ρ0, the homogeneous 2D atomic density
in the absence of a trapping potential. Note the absence of the 1/

√
2 factor in our definition.

For the homogeneous system convenient units of length, time and energy are ξ, ξ/c and
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µ = ~2/mξ2 respectively, where c =
√
12Dρ0/m is the speed of sound. In the rotating frame

at frequency µ̃ = 1, the dimensionless form of the GPE reads

i
∂ψ̃(r)
∂t

=

(
−

1
2
∇2 + Ṽext(r, t) + 1̃2D|ψ̃(r)|2 − 1

)
ψ̃(r), (2.32)

where ψ̃ = ξψ, Ṽext = Vext/µ, and 1̃2D = 12Dξ
4/µ. This dimensionless form is the basis of

our numerical simulations.

2.4 Quantum Hydrodynamics

Since the order parameter is given by a scalar complex field, we may decompose it into an
amplitude and phase. The Madelung transformation [66] sets the amplitude of the order
parameter to the square root of the particle number density and keeps the phase so that

ψ(r, t) =
√
ρ(r, t)eiφ(r,t). (2.33)

In this form the hydrodynamic qualities of the condensate become apparent. The velocity of
the condensate is now given by

u(r, t) =
~

m
∇φ(r, t), (2.34)

and we note that the divergence of the velocity field is zero (∇ · u = 0). Since the velocity is
the gradient of a scalar quantity, we note that ~φ/m can be considered a velocity potential.
With the velocity in this form, the usual probability current

j(r, t) =
i~
2m

(ψ∇ψ∗ − ψ∗∇ψ), (2.35)

can be simplified to
j = ρu. (2.36)

By placing the Madelung transformation into the GPE and separating terms, we find that
the imaginary terms give the mass continuity equation

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · j = 0, (2.37)
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and the real parts give the quantum Euler equation

m
∂u
∂t

= −∇

(
δµ +

1
2

mu2
)
, (2.38)

where
δµ = Vext + 1ρ −

~2

2m
√
ρ
∇2√ρ − µ. (2.39)

This has a similar form to Euler’s equation, with the addition of the quantum pressure term.
The quantum pressure plays a dominant role for changes in the density on the order of a
healing length, whereas the usual pressure term dominates on larger length scales.

2.5 Quantum Vortices

We first examine the properties of a single vortex in a condensate. In order for the condensate
to carry angular momentum with the wavefunction remaining single-valued, the phase of the
condensate must have a singularity. As first proposed by Onsager [67] and later Feynman
independently [68], taking a closed contour through the gradient of the phase must only
result in a phase jump of 2π

∆φ =

∮
C
∇φ · dl = 2πκ, (2.40)

where ∆φ is the total change in φ and the charge κ is an integer (κ = 0,±1,±2, ...). The
circulation around a closed contour is then

Γc ≡

∮
C

u · dl = κ
h
m
, (2.41)

where we can see that the circulation around a singularity is quantised in units of h/m. To
further elucidate the consequences of the wavefunction having to remain single-valued, we
use an ansatz for the wavefunction of a vortex at the origin in a axially symmetric trap

ψ(r, t) = f (r)eiqφ, (2.42)

where f (r) is a density modulation function. We ignore the ẑ direction because the wave-
function will not depend on z in the ground state and since we assume vortices are aligned
along the z-axis. As a consequence of Eq. (2.41), the velocity field of the vortex is in the
azimuthal direction φ̂ and is inversely proportional to the radial distance from the vortex
centre (core)

u(r) =
~

m
κ

r
φ̂. (2.43)
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If the charge is nonzero, the wavefunction of the condensate must vanish at the vortex core
to avoid divergence of the kinetic energy. Because the flow must be irrotational everywhere
except at the core of a vortex, the vorticity of the condensate must then be

ω(r) = (∇ × u)z =
h
m
κδ2(r), (2.44)

which in a 2D condensate results in vortices being reduced to point vortices with the addition
of the density perturbation given by f (r), provided that the inter-vortex distance is much
greater than the healing length.

0 1 2 3 4 5
0.0

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

x/ξ

|ψ
|2

Exact Solution
λ = 1
λ = 1.0459

Figure 2.1: A comparison of vortex core densities. The dashed blue line represents the ansatz
wavefunction with λ = 1. The dot-dashed grey line represents the ansatz wavefunction with
λ = 1.0459. The solid red line gives the numerical result for density of the wavefunction
with a vortex centred at the origin.

To find the vortex solution for the GPE, we insert the ansatz for the wavefunction from
Eq. (2.42) into the GPE (Eq. (2.25)) with no external potential and find

~2

2m

[
−

1
r
∂

∂r

(
r
∂ f
∂r

)
+

q2

r2 f
]

+ 1 f 3 = µ f . (2.45)

Because the modulus of the wavefunction must go to (µ/1)1/2 far from the core of the vortex,
we may simplify the equation by making the substitutions η = f (1/µ)1/2 and x = r/ξ to
arrive at

−
1
x

1
dx

(
x

dη
dx

)
−

q2

x2η = 2(η − η3), (2.46)

with the boundary conditions being f (0) = 0 and f → 1 as x → ∞. This equation must
be solved numerically, yet there are several analytic approximations to the solution. The
numerical solution for the density of a vortex of charge one (κ = 1) is shown in Figure 2.1
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as the solid red line. The first ansatz for the density perturbation function we use is [69]

f (r) =
r√

r2 +
(
ξ

λ

)2
, (2.47)

where λ is the variational parameter. The choice of λ = 1 provides a good approximation to
the exact solution by minimizing the energy function which we derive shortly (Eq. (2.52)).
The choice of λ = 1 is represented as the dashed blue line in Figure 2.1. To further reduce
the difference between the trial wavefunction and the exact solution a value of λ = 1.0495
was found by minimization of the area between the plotted lines of the trial wavefunction
and exact solution, with the resulting density represented by the dot-dashed grey line in
Figure 2.1.

It is crucial to the results of this thesis to have an analytic approximation to the wavefunc-
tion of a vortex dipole that results in an accurate value of the dipole energy. It is therefore
instructive to consider the use of different analytic approximations to the wavefunction of
a single vortex and the difference between the numeric and analytic result for the vortex
energy. The energy of an axially symmetric planar BEC with a vortex along the symmetry
axis is given by

E =

∫ R

0
2πrdr

 ~2

2m

(
d f
dr

)2

+
~2

2m
f 2

r2 +
1

2
f 4

 , (2.48)

where we must integrate to the radial distance R such that R is far away from the vortex core,
R � ξ. Since the second term in the integrand will diverge logarithmically, R must also be
finite. This integral will give the energy of both the vortex and the background condensate,
so we must subtract off the energy from the background condensate first. The number of
particles is given by

n =

∫ R

0
2πρrdr = πR2ρ0 − 2π

∫ R

0
(ρ0 − ρ)rdr, (2.49)

where we denote ρ0 = µ/1 as the background density far from the vortex. The average
density of the uniform background condensate is then n/(πR2). Compared to the system
with the vortex at the origin, the uniform background density far from the origin is less than
the system with the vortex since the vortex has expelled atoms from the core of the vortex.
The energy is then

E0 =
1
2
πR2ρ2

01 − 2πρ01

∫ R

0
(ρ0 − ρ)rdr, (2.50)

in the uniform background condensate. Since R � ξ, terms proportional to the square of
the term in Eq. (2.49) can be neglected. The excitation energy for a single vortex is then
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given by the difference between the energy of the uniform condensate and the condensate
with the vortex in it

Ev =

∫ R

0
2πrdr

 ~2

2m

(
d f
dr

)2

+
~2

2m
f 2

r2 +
1

2
(ρ0 − f 2)2

 , (2.51)

which can be simplified by using the same substitutions as used for the GPE in Eq. (2.46)

Ev =
π~2

m
ρ0

∫ R/ξ

0
xdx

(dη
dx

)2

+
η2

x2 + (1 − η2)2

 . (2.52)

The numerical result for the energy of a single vortex in a cylinder of radius R was first
calculated by Ginzburg and Pitaevskii in 1958 [70]

Ev = πρ0
~2

m
log

1.464
√

2R
ξ

, (2.53)

which is correct up to logarithmic accuracy. We first compare our analytic ansatz for the
wavefunction (Eq. 2.47) choosing λ = 1, so that η(x) becomes

η(x) =
x√

x2 +
(

1
λ

)2
=

x
√

x2 + 1
. (2.54)

Plugging in to our formula

Ev =
π~2

m
ρ0

[
−2x2 + 2(x2 + 1)2 log (x2 + 1) − 3

4(x2 + 1)2

]R/ξ

0
, (2.55)

we arrive at the solution

Ev =
π~2

m
ρ0 log

(
R
ξ

)
+

2π~2

m
ρ0

(
3
8

)
=
π~2

m
ρ0 log

1.497
√

2R
ξ

, (2.56)

which is very close to the numeric solution. Although the ansatz from Eq. (2.47) with
λ = 1.0459 appears to better approximate the density of the wavefunction, the calculated
energy

Ev =
π~2

m
ρ0 log

1.499
√

2R
ξ

, (2.57)

is in worse agreement with the numeric solution than the simple choice of λ = 1.
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2.6 Vortex Dipoles

Vortex dipoles play a fundamental role in the dynamics of two-dimensional superfluids.
Whereas a single vortex carries angular momentum and has an excitation energy logarithmi-
cally dependent on the size of the system, a vortex dipole has an excitation energy that only
depends on the separation distance between the pair of vortices. We adopt the ansatz for the
core of a single vortex

√
ρ(r) =

√
ρ0 f (r) where [69]

f (r) =
r√

r2 + ξ2
. (2.58)

Assuming no fluid boundaries are nearby, the wavefunction of a vortex dipole is

ψ(r) =
√
ρ0 f (r − r+) f (r − r−)eiϕ(r), (2.59)

where the phase

ϕ(r) = arctan
(

y − y+

x − x+

)
− arctan

(
y − y−
x − x−

)
, (2.60)

and r+(−) is the vortex position with positive (negative) circulation. The fluid momentum is

P =

∫
d2r ψ∗(−i~∇)ψ. (2.61)

For a dipole with inter-vortex separation d = |r+−r−| � ξ, the momentum may be calculated
using the hydrodynamic representation (Eq. 2.59), neglecting the small contribution from
the density gradient near the vortex cores. For a dipole with vortices aligned along the x

axis, travelling in the y direction in a superfluid of length L, we have Px = 0, and

Py = ~ρ0

∫
d2r ∂yϕ(r) = ~ρ0

∫ d/2

−d/2
dx [ϕ(x, L/2) − ϕ(x,−L/2)] (2.62)

since a phase jump of +2π across the dipole occurs between the vortices, and otherwise it is
zero; the quantum vortex dipole momentum is thus given by

P ≡ |P| = 2π~ρ0d. (2.63)

By reasoning that we are only concerned with dipoles in the hydrodynamic limit (d � ξ),
we may attempt to calculate the excitation energy of a vortex dipole by only working with
the phase of the wavefunction. This approach will lead to an excitation energy that scales
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proportionally to the correct answer, but it will give an incorrect value. This is due to the
finite addition from the quantum pressure and interaction energy of the vortex dipole. The
excitation energy of a vortex dipole Ed can be obtained by inserting Eq. (2.59) into the
expression for the Gross-Pitaevskii energy relative to a uniform background with density
ρ0 [69]

E =

∫
d2r
~2|∇ψ|2

2m
+

g2D

2
(|ψ|2 − ρ0)2. (2.64)

The total excitation energy of a vortex dipole was calculated by Fetter in 1965 [69]. The
full expression including the density perturbations near the cores is derived in Appendix A
and the result is presented here

Ed =
πρ0~

2

2d3m
(
d2 + 4ξ2)5/2[

d
(
d6 + 2

(
9d2 + 2

)
ξ6 + 4d2

(
3d2 + 4

)
ξ4 + d4

(
2d2 + 7

)
ξ2 − 4ξ8

) √
d2 + 4ξ2

+ 2
(
d8 + 8d6ξ2 + 4

(
5d2 − 1

)
ξ8 + 6d2

(
2d2 − 1

)
ξ6 + 2d4

(
d2 + 7

)
ξ4 + 4ξ10

)
× log

d
( √

d2 + 4ξ2 + d
)

2ξ2 + 1

 ]. (2.65)

In the hydrodynamic limit where d/ξ � 1, the energy of the dipole is

Ed = 2πρ0
~2

m

[
ln

(
d
ξ

)
+

1
4

+
1
2

]
. (2.66)

Here the first term is the kinetic energy of the fluid in the hydrodynamic limit, which
depends on the dipole separation distance only and does not scale with the system size, as
far from the vortex dipole the velocity field vanishes. The second and third terms are the
contributions from the quantum pressure and the interaction energy change due to atomic
density depletion relative to the homogeneous background. This expression can be recast
into the form

Ed =
2π~2

m
ρ0 log

1.497
√

2d
ξ

 (2.67)

which can be compared with Eq. (2.56), making the relation between the energy of the
single vortex and dipole clear. For the exact numerical solution the vortex dipole energy can
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be written in a similar form:

Ed = 2πρ0
~2

m
ln

(
αd
ξ

)
, (2.68)

where the parameter α ' 2.07 is numerically found to be very close to the ansatz result
e(1/4+1/2) ' 2.117, and accurately accounts for the quantum pressure and interaction energy.
We use the numerically precise value α to accurately account for the quantum pressure and
interaction energy changes incurred when a dipole moves between regions of superfluid with
different background densities. Finally, we note that, irrespective of the precise treatment of
the core energy, the speed of the dipole for a given dipole moment d may be found via [6]

vd =
∂Ed

∂p
=
~

md
. (2.69)

2.7 Two Dimensional Fluid Dynamics

For an inviscid and incompressible fluid with velocity field u = (u, v), the equation of motion
can be derived by application of Newton’s Second Law, arriving at Euler’s equation [71]

Du
Dt

=
∂u
∂t

+ u · ∇u = −
∇p
ρ

+ f, (2.70)

and the conservation of mass
∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0, (2.71)

where D/Dt ≡ (∂/∂t + u · ∇) is the material derivative, ρ is the density, p(r, t) is the pressure
field, and f(r, t) is the external body forces per unit mass. The incompressibility of the fluid
is satisfied by ∇ · u = 0, and the vorticity field is given by

ω = ∇ × u. (2.72)

By enforcing the no slip condition (u · n = 0) at the boundary, where n is the vector normal
to the boundary everywhere, Euler’s equation is solvable. To find the equation for the
dynamics of the vorticity [47], we take the curl of Eq. (2.70)

Dω
Dt

= ω · ∇u, (2.73)

and find the term on the right hand side (RHS) known as the vortex stretching term.
The vortex stretching term is important for three dimensional flows, but since we are
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only concerned with two dimensional flows where the vorticity is a scalar quantity with
ωz = ∇ × (u, v, 0) = ∂v/∂x − ∂u/∂y, we can take the curl of Euler’s equation (Eq. (2.70))
and find

Dω
Dt

=
∂ω

∂t
+ u · ∇ω = 0, (2.74)

where the RHS is now zero so that the scalar vorticity is conserved. As opposed to three
dimensional fluids, in two dimensions there are an infinite number of invariant quantities
known as the vorticity moments

Ωn =
1
n

∫
ωn(r)d2r. (2.75)

2.8 Vorticity

Given an inviscid fluid with velocity field u = (u, v, 0), and that satisfies the incompressible
flow condition ∇ · u = 0, the vorticity field is given by

ω = (∇ × u)z. (2.76)

The line integral of the velocity around a closed contour

Γ =

∫
dΩ

u · dl =

∫
Ω

ω · da, (2.77)

gives the circulation. Kelvin’s theorem states that if a closed contour is used that follows
the flow of the fluid, the circulation will be conserved. By taking the divergence and curl of
the vorticity (Eq. (2.76)), we see that the divergence is zero (∇ · ω = 0), and that

∇ × ω = ∇(∇ · u) − ∇2u = −∇2u, (2.78)

the curl of the vorticity is the solution to the negative of the Poisson equation of the velocity
field. We can see that if the flow is irrotational (∇ × u = 0), then the vorticity must also be
zero. In the case of irrotational flow in a simply connected region, then the velocity u field
can be recast as the gradient of a scalar potential φ, such that u = ∇φ. Since the fluid is
incompressible, the scalar potential must satisfy Laplace’s equation, ∇2φ = 0. To describe
an Eulerian fluid that also has vorticity we preform the Helmholtz decomposition of the
velocity field by defining a solenoidal vector potential known as the streamfunction ψψψ such
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that ∇ · (∇ ×ψψψ) = 0 [72], so the velocity field becomes

u = ∇φ + ∇ × (0, 0, ψ). (2.79)

From the properties of the vector Laplacian and the definition of vorticity in Eq. (2.76), it
follows that

∇2ψ = −ω, (2.80)

where the vorticity acts as a source term in the Poisson equation for the streamfunction.

2.9 Incompressibility of Flow

An incompressible fluid satisfies the equation ∇ · u = 0. The GPE describes a compressible
fluid because it satisfies the mass continuity equation ∇ · j = −

∂ρ

∂t (Eq. (2.37)). However, we
may treat the condensate as effectively incompressible when the flow velocity is significantly
below the Mach number. The Mach number is the ratio of the local flow speed u and the
local speed of sound c

Ma =
|u|
c
. (2.81)

Following the argument from [73], it is customary to treat the fluid as incompressible
provided that Ma . 0.3.

For quantum vortices, the flow patterns created can be complex and must be examined
on a case by case basis. However, in each case, the argument to be set out will rely on
shared length scales between vortices. We ignore the contribution from the vortex cores to
the velocity field since it is divergent, and instead consider only the velocity of each vortex
in the fluid. Any system of quantum vortices can be decomposed into vortex dipoles and
clusters of like signed vortices.

For clusters of same signed quantum vortices, we follow the argument set out in [74]. For
a given vortex configuration characterised by the nearest-neighbour length l, with vortices on
average grouped into clusters of net charge κc, the requirement of effective incompressibility
of the fluid becomes

Mas =
κcξ

l
. 0.3, (2.82)

where Mas is the superfluid Mach number [9].

For quantum vortex dipoles, the fluid flow created between a dipole is quadruple
the speed of the dipole. For a dipole travelling at a quarter of the fluid speed of sound
vd = c/4 = ~/(m4ξ), the fluid flow in the middle of the dipole vm will already be at the
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speed of sound

vm =
~

m(2)ξ
−

~

m(−2)ξ
=
~

mξ
= c. (2.83)

For vortex dipoles to avoid violating the incompressible fluid condition they need to maintain
a minimum distance of d ≈ 13.3ξ for which

vm =
~

m(13.3/2)ξ
−

~

m(−13.3/2)ξ
=

40~
133mξ

≈ 0.3c. (2.84)

With these arguments in mind, it is reasonable to expect good agreement between the
point-vortex model and the GPE provided there is a low density of vortices and large system
size. In the cases that appear in this thesis, those requirements are met. A future systematic
study of the validity of using the point-vortex model to approximate the trajectories of
vortices in the GPE is needed.



Chapter 3

Vortex Dipole Dynamics in an
Inhomogeneous BEC

In this chapter, we first review Snell’s law for waves. We then set out Snell’s law for vortex
dipoles. We proceed to detail the initial states and setup of the numerical simulations of
vortex dipole propagation in a superfluid described by the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. Next,
we show three representative examples of the numerical simulations and discuss them. The
results are then shown for dipoles traversing from a low to high-density fluid, followed by
examining the anomalous behaviour of the vortex dipoles near the critical angle, and then
for dipoles traversing from a high to low-density fluid. Finally, we provide a version of
Snell’s law for quantum vortex dipoles with an index of refraction defined analogously to
the optical index of refraction and give our conclusions for the chapter.

3.1 Snell’s Law for Waves

Here we provide a brief review of Snell’s law for light. We can derive Snell’s law from
Fermat’s Principal of least time, in which a ray of light will traverse the path of minimum
time between two points. The index of refraction is defined as the ratio of the speed of light
through a given medium compared to the speed of light in a vacuum, n = c/v.

If a is the distance to travel perpendicular to an interface between two media on both
sides of the interface, h is the total distance to travel parallel to the interface and y1 is the
distance to travel parallel to the interface in the first medium, then the total time taken to
travel to each point is given by

T =

√
a2 + y2

1/v1 +
√

a2 + (h − y1)2/v2. (3.1)

25
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By taking the derivative and setting it to zero, the physical path must satisfy

dT
dy

=
y

v1

√
a2 + y2

1

+
−(h − y)

v2

√
a2 + (h − y1)2

= 0, (3.2)

which may be written as Snell’s law

n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2. (3.3)

The law may also be formulated as the path of stationary action. Fundamentally, Snell’s
law is a consequence of the translational invariance of the system along the interface. When
an excitation passes through such an interface the component of momentum parallel to the
interface is conserved.

3.2 Snell’s Law for Vortex Dipoles

We consider a superfluid with densities ρ1 and ρ2 separated by a steep density interface
(see Fig. 3.1). We prepare an asymptotic incoming vortex dipole with characterized by
the separation di and denote the corresponding fluid momentum as Pi = 2π~ρidi and
energy as Ei = (2πρi~

2/m) ln (αdi/ξi). After interacting with the interface, the asymptotic
outgoing state is characterized by the corresponding quantities d f , P f = 2π~ρ f d f and
E f = (2πρ f~

2/m) ln (αd f /ξ f ). Conservation of the fluid momentum parallel to the interface
gives

|Pi| sin(θi) = |P f | sin(θ f ). (3.4)

When the vortex dipole crosses the interface, in general, some incompressible fluid energy
can transfer to acoustic energy due to the change of the vortex core size. In this analysis,
we assume that the energy transfer is negligible, as expected when the change in density is
small, and we later verify our assumption with systematic GPE simulations. Provided this
assumption is valid, we have the conservation law

Ei = E f . (3.5)
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µ
<latexit sha1_base64="RXPbtk1OHPpqDN/lQifd7+qp35A=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoIKHgBePEV0TSJYwO5lNhszMLvMQwpJP8OJBxat/5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq74owzbXz/2yutrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DR51aRWhIUp6qdow15UzS0DDDaTtTFIuY01Y8upn6rSeqNEvlgxlnNBJ4IFnCCDZOuu8K26vW/Lo/A1omQUFqUKDZq351+ymxgkpDONa6E/iZiXKsDCOcTipdq2mGyQgPaMdRiQXVUT47dYJOnNJHSapcSYNm6u+JHAutxyJ2nQKboV70puJ/Xsea5DLKmcysoZLMFyWWI5Oi6d+ozxQlho8dwUQxdysiQ6wwMS6digshWHx5mYRn9at6cHdea1wXaZThCI7hFAK4gAbcQhNCIDCAZ3iFN497L9679zFvLXnFzCH8gff5A8kfjaQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RXPbtk1OHPpqDN/lQifd7+qp35A=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoIKHgBePEV0TSJYwO5lNhszMLvMQwpJP8OJBxat/5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq74owzbXz/2yutrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DR51aRWhIUp6qdow15UzS0DDDaTtTFIuY01Y8upn6rSeqNEvlgxlnNBJ4IFnCCDZOuu8K26vW/Lo/A1omQUFqUKDZq351+ymxgkpDONa6E/iZiXKsDCOcTipdq2mGyQgPaMdRiQXVUT47dYJOnNJHSapcSYNm6u+JHAutxyJ2nQKboV70puJ/Xsea5DLKmcysoZLMFyWWI5Oi6d+ozxQlho8dwUQxdysiQ6wwMS6digshWHx5mYRn9at6cHdea1wXaZThCI7hFAK4gAbcQhNCIDCAZ3iFN497L9679zFvLXnFzCH8gff5A8kfjaQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RXPbtk1OHPpqDN/lQifd7+qp35A=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoIKHgBePEV0TSJYwO5lNhszMLvMQwpJP8OJBxat/5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq74owzbXz/2yutrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DR51aRWhIUp6qdow15UzS0DDDaTtTFIuY01Y8upn6rSeqNEvlgxlnNBJ4IFnCCDZOuu8K26vW/Lo/A1omQUFqUKDZq351+ymxgkpDONa6E/iZiXKsDCOcTipdq2mGyQgPaMdRiQXVUT47dYJOnNJHSapcSYNm6u+JHAutxyJ2nQKboV70puJ/Xsea5DLKmcysoZLMFyWWI5Oi6d+ozxQlho8dwUQxdysiQ6wwMS6digshWHx5mYRn9at6cHdea1wXaZThCI7hFAK4gAbcQhNCIDCAZ3iFN497L9679zFvLXnFzCH8gff5A8kfjaQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RXPbtk1OHPpqDN/lQifd7+qp35A=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoIKHgBePEV0TSJYwO5lNhszMLvMQwpJP8OJBxat/5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq74owzbXz/2yutrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DR51aRWhIUp6qdow15UzS0DDDaTtTFIuY01Y8upn6rSeqNEvlgxlnNBJ4IFnCCDZOuu8K26vW/Lo/A1omQUFqUKDZq351+ymxgkpDONa6E/iZiXKsDCOcTipdq2mGyQgPaMdRiQXVUT47dYJOnNJHSapcSYNm6u+JHAutxyJ2nQKboV70puJ/Xsea5DLKmcysoZLMFyWWI5Oi6d+ozxQlho8dwUQxdysiQ6wwMS6digshWHx5mYRn9at6cHdea1wXaZThCI7hFAK4gAbcQhNCIDCAZ3iFN497L9679zFvLXnFzCH8gff5A8kfjaQ=</latexit>

⇢1
<latexit sha1_base64="3U6CMEh21X61Xpu6HOKRaVQt6dI=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RVPAQ8OIxgpsEkiXMTmaTMfNYZmaFsOQfvHhQ8eoHefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uOOXMWN//9lZW19Y3Nktb5e2d3b39ysFh06hMExoSxZVux9hQziQNLbOctlNNsYg5bcWj26nfeqLaMCUf7DilkcADyRJGsHVSs6uHqhf0KlW/5s+AlklQkCoUaPQqX92+Ipmg0hKOjekEfmqjHGvLCKeTcjczNMVkhAe046jEgpoon107QadO6aNEaVfSopn6eyLHwpixiF2nwHZoFr2p+J/XyWxyFeVMppmlkswXJRlHVqHp66jPNCWWjx3BRDN3KyJDrDGxLqCyCyFYfHmZhOe161pwf1Gt3xRplOAYTuAMAriEOtxBA0Ig8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9664hUzR/AH3ucPskGOuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3U6CMEh21X61Xpu6HOKRaVQt6dI=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RVPAQ8OIxgpsEkiXMTmaTMfNYZmaFsOQfvHhQ8eoHefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uOOXMWN//9lZW19Y3Nktb5e2d3b39ysFh06hMExoSxZVux9hQziQNLbOctlNNsYg5bcWj26nfeqLaMCUf7DilkcADyRJGsHVSs6uHqhf0KlW/5s+AlklQkCoUaPQqX92+Ipmg0hKOjekEfmqjHGvLCKeTcjczNMVkhAe046jEgpoon107QadO6aNEaVfSopn6eyLHwpixiF2nwHZoFr2p+J/XyWxyFeVMppmlkswXJRlHVqHp66jPNCWWjx3BRDN3KyJDrDGxLqCyCyFYfHmZhOe161pwf1Gt3xRplOAYTuAMAriEOtxBA0Ig8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9664hUzR/AH3ucPskGOuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3U6CMEh21X61Xpu6HOKRaVQt6dI=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RVPAQ8OIxgpsEkiXMTmaTMfNYZmaFsOQfvHhQ8eoHefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uOOXMWN//9lZW19Y3Nktb5e2d3b39ysFh06hMExoSxZVux9hQziQNLbOctlNNsYg5bcWj26nfeqLaMCUf7DilkcADyRJGsHVSs6uHqhf0KlW/5s+AlklQkCoUaPQqX92+Ipmg0hKOjekEfmqjHGvLCKeTcjczNMVkhAe046jEgpoon107QadO6aNEaVfSopn6eyLHwpixiF2nwHZoFr2p+J/XyWxyFeVMppmlkswXJRlHVqHp66jPNCWWjx3BRDN3KyJDrDGxLqCyCyFYfHmZhOe161pwf1Gt3xRplOAYTuAMAriEOtxBA0Ig8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9664hUzR/AH3ucPskGOuQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3U6CMEh21X61Xpu6HOKRaVQt6dI=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RVPAQ8OIxgpsEkiXMTmaTMfNYZmaFsOQfvHhQ8eoHefNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uOOXMWN//9lZW19Y3Nktb5e2d3b39ysFh06hMExoSxZVux9hQziQNLbOctlNNsYg5bcWj26nfeqLaMCUf7DilkcADyRJGsHVSs6uHqhf0KlW/5s+AlklQkCoUaPQqX92+Ipmg0hKOjekEfmqjHGvLCKeTcjczNMVkhAe046jEgpoon107QadO6aNEaVfSopn6eyLHwpixiF2nwHZoFr2p+J/XyWxyFeVMppmlkswXJRlHVqHp66jPNCWWjx3BRDN3KyJDrDGxLqCyCyFYfHmZhOe161pwf1Gt3xRplOAYTuAMAriEOtxBA0Ig8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9664hUzR/AH3ucPskGOuQ==</latexit>

⇢2
<latexit sha1_base64="6LH5Wr02GqojIqBGM1Shzp8bxRM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoIKHghePFUxbaEPZbDft2s1u2N0IJfQ/ePGg4tUf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXphwpo3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NYyVYT6RHKpuiHWlDNBfcMMp91EURyHnHbCye3c7zxRpZkUD2aa0CDGI8EiRrCxUruvxnLQGFRrbt3NgVaJV5AaFGgNql/9oSRpTIUhHGvd89zEBBlWhhFOZ5V+qmmCyQSPaM9SgWOqgyy/dobOrDJEkVS2hEG5+nsiw7HW0zi0nTE2Y73szcX/vF5qoqsgYyJJDRVksShKOTISzV9HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VsRGWOFibEBVWwI3vLLq8Rv1K/r3v1FrXlTpFGGEziFc/DgEppwBy3wgcAjPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH7PEjro=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6LH5Wr02GqojIqBGM1Shzp8bxRM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoIKHghePFUxbaEPZbDft2s1u2N0IJfQ/ePGg4tUf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXphwpo3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NYyVYT6RHKpuiHWlDNBfcMMp91EURyHnHbCye3c7zxRpZkUD2aa0CDGI8EiRrCxUruvxnLQGFRrbt3NgVaJV5AaFGgNql/9oSRpTIUhHGvd89zEBBlWhhFOZ5V+qmmCyQSPaM9SgWOqgyy/dobOrDJEkVS2hEG5+nsiw7HW0zi0nTE2Y73szcX/vF5qoqsgYyJJDRVksShKOTISzV9HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VsRGWOFibEBVWwI3vLLq8Rv1K/r3v1FrXlTpFGGEziFc/DgEppwBy3wgcAjPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH7PEjro=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6LH5Wr02GqojIqBGM1Shzp8bxRM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoIKHghePFUxbaEPZbDft2s1u2N0IJfQ/ePGg4tUf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXphwpo3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NYyVYT6RHKpuiHWlDNBfcMMp91EURyHnHbCye3c7zxRpZkUD2aa0CDGI8EiRrCxUruvxnLQGFRrbt3NgVaJV5AaFGgNql/9oSRpTIUhHGvd89zEBBlWhhFOZ5V+qmmCyQSPaM9SgWOqgyy/dobOrDJEkVS2hEG5+nsiw7HW0zi0nTE2Y73szcX/vF5qoqsgYyJJDRVksShKOTISzV9HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VsRGWOFibEBVWwI3vLLq8Rv1K/r3v1FrXlTpFGGEziFc/DgEppwBy3wgcAjPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH7PEjro=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6LH5Wr02GqojIqBGM1Shzp8bxRM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoIKHghePFUxbaEPZbDft2s1u2N0IJfQ/ePGg4tUf5M1/4zbNQVsfDDzem2FmXphwpo3rfjultfWNza3ydmVnd2//oHp41NYyVYT6RHKpuiHWlDNBfcMMp91EURyHnHbCye3c7zxRpZkUD2aa0CDGI8EiRrCxUruvxnLQGFRrbt3NgVaJV5AaFGgNql/9oSRpTIUhHGvd89zEBBlWhhFOZ5V+qmmCyQSPaM9SgWOqgyy/dobOrDJEkVS2hEG5+nsiw7HW0zi0nTE2Y73szcX/vF5qoqsgYyJJDRVksShKOTISzV9HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VsRGWOFibEBVWwI3vLLq8Rv1K/r3v1FrXlTpFGGEziFc/DgEppwBy3wgcAjPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8kpZo7hD5zPH7PEjro=</latexit>

✓i

✓f

(a)

✓1
<latexit sha1_base64="XYV9PU1lifI//eJcgdht3yG3mYY=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUMFDwYvHCsYW2lA220m7dLOJuxOhhP4JLx5UvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHDybJNAefJzLR7ZAZkEKBjwIltFMNLA4ltMLRzdRvPYE2IlH3OE4hiNlAiUhwhlZqd3EIyHper1pz6+4MdJl4BamRAs1e9avbT3gWg0IumTEdz00xyJlGwSVMKt3MQMr4iA2gY6liMZggn907oSdW6dMo0bYU0pn6eyJnsTHjOLSdMcOhWfSm4n9eJ8PoMsiFSjMExeeLokxSTOj0edoXGjjKsSWMa2FvpXzINONoI6rYELzFl5eJf1a/qnt357XGdZFGmRyRY3JKPHJBGuSWNIlPOJHkmbySN+fReXHenY95a8kpZg7JHzifPzduj5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XYV9PU1lifI//eJcgdht3yG3mYY=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUMFDwYvHCsYW2lA220m7dLOJuxOhhP4JLx5UvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHDybJNAefJzLR7ZAZkEKBjwIltFMNLA4ltMLRzdRvPYE2IlH3OE4hiNlAiUhwhlZqd3EIyHper1pz6+4MdJl4BamRAs1e9avbT3gWg0IumTEdz00xyJlGwSVMKt3MQMr4iA2gY6liMZggn907oSdW6dMo0bYU0pn6eyJnsTHjOLSdMcOhWfSm4n9eJ8PoMsiFSjMExeeLokxSTOj0edoXGjjKsSWMa2FvpXzINONoI6rYELzFl5eJf1a/qnt357XGdZFGmRyRY3JKPHJBGuSWNIlPOJHkmbySN+fReXHenY95a8kpZg7JHzifPzduj5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XYV9PU1lifI//eJcgdht3yG3mYY=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUMFDwYvHCsYW2lA220m7dLOJuxOhhP4JLx5UvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHDybJNAefJzLR7ZAZkEKBjwIltFMNLA4ltMLRzdRvPYE2IlH3OE4hiNlAiUhwhlZqd3EIyHper1pz6+4MdJl4BamRAs1e9avbT3gWg0IumTEdz00xyJlGwSVMKt3MQMr4iA2gY6liMZggn907oSdW6dMo0bYU0pn6eyJnsTHjOLSdMcOhWfSm4n9eJ8PoMsiFSjMExeeLokxSTOj0edoXGjjKsSWMa2FvpXzINONoI6rYELzFl5eJf1a/qnt357XGdZFGmRyRY3JKPHJBGuSWNIlPOJHkmbySN+fReXHenY95a8kpZg7JHzifPzduj5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XYV9PU1lifI//eJcgdht3yG3mYY=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUMFDwYvHCsYW2lA220m7dLOJuxOhhP4JLx5UvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHDybJNAefJzLR7ZAZkEKBjwIltFMNLA4ltMLRzdRvPYE2IlH3OE4hiNlAiUhwhlZqd3EIyHper1pz6+4MdJl4BamRAs1e9avbT3gWg0IumTEdz00xyJlGwSVMKt3MQMr4iA2gY6liMZggn907oSdW6dMo0bYU0pn6eyJnsTHjOLSdMcOhWfSm4n9eJ8PoMsiFSjMExeeLokxSTOj0edoXGjjKsSWMa2FvpXzINONoI6rYELzFl5eJf1a/qnt357XGdZFGmRyRY3JKPHJBGuSWNIlPOJHkmbySN+fReXHenY95a8kpZg7JHzifPzduj5o=</latexit>

✓2
<latexit sha1_base64="0rvMx2C8/6nEVg++/hB9FjmZAjE=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkRVPBQ8OKxgrGFNpTNdtMu3Wzi7kQooX/CiwcVr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlQKg6777aysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v7lYPDB5NkmnGfJTLR7ZAaLoXiPgqUvJ1qTuNQ8lY4upn6rSeujUjUPY5THsR0oEQkGEUrtbs45Eh79V6l6tbcGcgy8QpShQLNXuWr209YFnOFTFJjOp6bYpBTjYJJPil3M8NTykZ0wDuWKhpzE+Szeyfk1Cp9EiXalkIyU39P5DQ2ZhyHtjOmODSL3lT8z+tkGF0GuVBphlyx+aIokwQTMn2e9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrQRlW0I3uLLy8Sv165q3t15tXFdpFGCYziBM/DgAhpwC03wgYGEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifPzjxj5s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0rvMx2C8/6nEVg++/hB9FjmZAjE=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkRVPBQ8OKxgrGFNpTNdtMu3Wzi7kQooX/CiwcVr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlQKg6777aysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v7lYPDB5NkmnGfJTLR7ZAaLoXiPgqUvJ1qTuNQ8lY4upn6rSeujUjUPY5THsR0oEQkGEUrtbs45Eh79V6l6tbcGcgy8QpShQLNXuWr209YFnOFTFJjOp6bYpBTjYJJPil3M8NTykZ0wDuWKhpzE+Szeyfk1Cp9EiXalkIyU39P5DQ2ZhyHtjOmODSL3lT8z+tkGF0GuVBphlyx+aIokwQTMn2e9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrQRlW0I3uLLy8Sv165q3t15tXFdpFGCYziBM/DgAhpwC03wgYGEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifPzjxj5s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0rvMx2C8/6nEVg++/hB9FjmZAjE=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkRVPBQ8OKxgrGFNpTNdtMu3Wzi7kQooX/CiwcVr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlQKg6777aysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v7lYPDB5NkmnGfJTLR7ZAaLoXiPgqUvJ1qTuNQ8lY4upn6rSeujUjUPY5THsR0oEQkGEUrtbs45Eh79V6l6tbcGcgy8QpShQLNXuWr209YFnOFTFJjOp6bYpBTjYJJPil3M8NTykZ0wDuWKhpzE+Szeyfk1Cp9EiXalkIyU39P5DQ2ZhyHtjOmODSL3lT8z+tkGF0GuVBphlyx+aIokwQTMn2e9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrQRlW0I3uLLy8Sv165q3t15tXFdpFGCYziBM/DgAhpwC03wgYGEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifPzjxj5s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0rvMx2C8/6nEVg++/hB9FjmZAjE=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkRVPBQ8OKxgrGFNpTNdtMu3Wzi7kQooX/CiwcVr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlQKg6777aysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v7lYPDB5NkmnGfJTLR7ZAaLoXiPgqUvJ1qTuNQ8lY4upn6rSeujUjUPY5THsR0oEQkGEUrtbs45Eh79V6l6tbcGcgy8QpShQLNXuWr209YFnOFTFJjOp6bYpBTjYJJPil3M8NTykZ0wDuWKhpzE+Szeyfk1Cp9EiXalkIyU39P5DQ2ZhyHtjOmODSL3lT8z+tkGF0GuVBphlyx+aIokwQTMn2e9IXmDOXYEsq0sLcSNqSaMrQRlW0I3uLLy8Sv165q3t15tXFdpFGCYziBM/DgAhpwC03wgYGEZ3iFN+fReXHenY9564pTzBzBHzifPzjxj5s=</latexit>

E
n
er

g
y

<latexit sha1_base64="ujt4AqsaxyFxM0XzGA1h99ZGuCI=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEFTwURPBYwdhCG8pmO2mXbjZxd1IMob/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwjY7zbS0tr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39Bx2nioHHYhGrVkA1CC7BQ44CWokCGgUCmsHweuI3R6A0j+U9Zgn4Ee1LHnJG0Uh+B+EJ8xsJqp+Nu5WqU3OmsBeJW5AqKdDoVr46vZilEUhkgmrddp0E/Zwq5EzAuNxJNSSUDWkf2oZKGoH28+nRY/vYKD07jJUpifZU/T2R00jrLApMZ0RxoOe9ifif104xvPBzLpMUQbLZojAVNsb2JAG7xxUwFJkhlClubrXZgCrK0ORUNiG48y8vEu+0dllz786q9asijRI5JEfkhLjknNTJLWkQjzDySJ7JK3mzRtaL9W59zFqXrGLmgPyB9fkDzomSTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujt4AqsaxyFxM0XzGA1h99ZGuCI=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEFTwURPBYwdhCG8pmO2mXbjZxd1IMob/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwjY7zbS0tr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39Bx2nioHHYhGrVkA1CC7BQ44CWokCGgUCmsHweuI3R6A0j+U9Zgn4Ee1LHnJG0Uh+B+EJ8xsJqp+Nu5WqU3OmsBeJW5AqKdDoVr46vZilEUhkgmrddp0E/Zwq5EzAuNxJNSSUDWkf2oZKGoH28+nRY/vYKD07jJUpifZU/T2R00jrLApMZ0RxoOe9ifif104xvPBzLpMUQbLZojAVNsb2JAG7xxUwFJkhlClubrXZgCrK0ORUNiG48y8vEu+0dllz786q9asijRI5JEfkhLjknNTJLWkQjzDySJ7JK3mzRtaL9W59zFqXrGLmgPyB9fkDzomSTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujt4AqsaxyFxM0XzGA1h99ZGuCI=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEFTwURPBYwdhCG8pmO2mXbjZxd1IMob/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwjY7zbS0tr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39Bx2nioHHYhGrVkA1CC7BQ44CWokCGgUCmsHweuI3R6A0j+U9Zgn4Ee1LHnJG0Uh+B+EJ8xsJqp+Nu5WqU3OmsBeJW5AqKdDoVr46vZilEUhkgmrddp0E/Zwq5EzAuNxJNSSUDWkf2oZKGoH28+nRY/vYKD07jJUpifZU/T2R00jrLApMZ0RxoOe9ifif104xvPBzLpMUQbLZojAVNsb2JAG7xxUwFJkhlClubrXZgCrK0ORUNiG48y8vEu+0dllz786q9asijRI5JEfkhLjknNTJLWkQjzDySJ7JK3mzRtaL9W59zFqXrGLmgPyB9fkDzomSTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="X/BbPPQRM1pmBhxdK1enSbL+gJw=">AAAB2HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbtSd4MZlBccW2qFkMnfa0ExmSO4IpfQFXLhRfDB3vo3pz0KtBwIf5yTk3pOUSloKgi+vtrW9s7tX3/cPGv7h0XGz8WSLygiMRKEK00u4RSU1RiRJYa80yPNEYTeZ3C3y7jMaKwv9SNMS45yPtMyk4OSszrDZCtrBUmwTwjW0YK1h83OQFqLKUZNQ3Np+GJQUz7ghKRTO/UFlseRiwkfYd6h5jjaeLcecs3PnpCwrjDua2NL9+WLGc2uneeJu5pzG9m+2MP/L+hVl1/FM6rIi1GL1UVYpRgVb7MxSaVCQmjrgwkg3KxNjbrgg14zvOgj/brwJ0WX7ph0+BFCHUziDCwjhCm7hHjoQgYAUXuDNG3uv3vuqqpq37uwEfsn7+AaqKYoN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kWVrPcCvXYC2DX7PfC5yA7Ymfo0=">AAAB6HicbZDNSsNAFIVv/K21anXrJlgEVyVxo+4EEVxWMLbQhjKZ3rZDJ5M4c1MMoc/hxoWKT+TOt3H6s9DWAwMf58xw75wolcKQ5307a+sbm1vbpZ3ybmVv/6B6WHk0SaY5BjyRiW5FzKAUCgMSJLGVamRxJLEZjW6meXOM2ohEPVCeYhizgRJ9wRlZK+wQPlNxq1AP8km3WvPq3kzuKvgLqMFCjW71q9NLeBajIi6ZMW3fSyksmCbBJU7KncxgyviIDbBtUbEYTVjMlp64p9bpuf1E26PInbm/XxQsNiaPI3szZjQ0y9nU/C9rZ9S/DAuh0oxQ8fmgfiZdStxpA25PaOQkcwuMa2F3dfmQacbJ9lS2JfjLX16F4Lx+VffvPSjBMZzAGfhwAddwBw0IgMMTvMAbvDtj59X5mLe15ixqO4I/cj5/AIMkkPU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kWVrPcCvXYC2DX7PfC5yA7Ymfo0=">AAAB6HicbZDNSsNAFIVv/K21anXrJlgEVyVxo+4EEVxWMLbQhjKZ3rZDJ5M4c1MMoc/hxoWKT+TOt3H6s9DWAwMf58xw75wolcKQ5307a+sbm1vbpZ3ybmVv/6B6WHk0SaY5BjyRiW5FzKAUCgMSJLGVamRxJLEZjW6meXOM2ohEPVCeYhizgRJ9wRlZK+wQPlNxq1AP8km3WvPq3kzuKvgLqMFCjW71q9NLeBajIi6ZMW3fSyksmCbBJU7KncxgyviIDbBtUbEYTVjMlp64p9bpuf1E26PInbm/XxQsNiaPI3szZjQ0y9nU/C9rZ9S/DAuh0oxQ8fmgfiZdStxpA25PaOQkcwuMa2F3dfmQacbJ9lS2JfjLX16F4Lx+VffvPSjBMZzAGfhwAddwBw0IgMMTvMAbvDtj59X5mLe15ixqO4I/cj5/AIMkkPU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P77wcRDDBEJR1Mmo7KRGTisDpNQ=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSReVPBQEMFjBWMLbSib7aRdutnE3UkxhP4OLx5UvPpnvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBNTrOt1VaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHDzpOFQOPxSJW7YBqEFyChxwFtBMFNAoEtILR9dRvjUFpHst7zBLwIzqQPOSMopH8LsIT5jcS1CCb9Ko1p+7MYC8TtyA1UqDZq351+zFLI5DIBNW64zoJ+jlVyJmASaWbakgoG9EBdAyVNALt57OjJ/aJUfp2GCtTEu2Z+nsip5HWWRSYzojiUC96U/E/r5NieOHnXCYpgmTzRWEqbIztaQJ2nytgKDJDKFPc3GqzIVWUocmpYkJwF19eJt5Z/bLu3jm1xlWRRpkckWNySlxyThrkljSJRxh5JM/klbxZY+vFerc+5q0lq5g5JH9gff4AzUmSSQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujt4AqsaxyFxM0XzGA1h99ZGuCI=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEFTwURPBYwdhCG8pmO2mXbjZxd1IMob/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwjY7zbS0tr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39Bx2nioHHYhGrVkA1CC7BQ44CWokCGgUCmsHweuI3R6A0j+U9Zgn4Ee1LHnJG0Uh+B+EJ8xsJqp+Nu5WqU3OmsBeJW5AqKdDoVr46vZilEUhkgmrddp0E/Zwq5EzAuNxJNSSUDWkf2oZKGoH28+nRY/vYKD07jJUpifZU/T2R00jrLApMZ0RxoOe9ifif104xvPBzLpMUQbLZojAVNsb2JAG7xxUwFJkhlClubrXZgCrK0ORUNiG48y8vEu+0dllz786q9asijRI5JEfkhLjknNTJLWkQjzDySJ7JK3mzRtaL9W59zFqXrGLmgPyB9fkDzomSTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujt4AqsaxyFxM0XzGA1h99ZGuCI=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEFTwURPBYwdhCG8pmO2mXbjZxd1IMob/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwjY7zbS0tr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39Bx2nioHHYhGrVkA1CC7BQ44CWokCGgUCmsHweuI3R6A0j+U9Zgn4Ee1LHnJG0Uh+B+EJ8xsJqp+Nu5WqU3OmsBeJW5AqKdDoVr46vZilEUhkgmrddp0E/Zwq5EzAuNxJNSSUDWkf2oZKGoH28+nRY/vYKD07jJUpifZU/T2R00jrLApMZ0RxoOe9ifif104xvPBzLpMUQbLZojAVNsb2JAG7xxUwFJkhlClubrXZgCrK0ORUNiG48y8vEu+0dllz786q9asijRI5JEfkhLjknNTJLWkQjzDySJ7JK3mzRtaL9W59zFqXrGLmgPyB9fkDzomSTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujt4AqsaxyFxM0XzGA1h99ZGuCI=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEFTwURPBYwdhCG8pmO2mXbjZxd1IMob/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwjY7zbS0tr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39Bx2nioHHYhGrVkA1CC7BQ44CWokCGgUCmsHweuI3R6A0j+U9Zgn4Ee1LHnJG0Uh+B+EJ8xsJqp+Nu5WqU3OmsBeJW5AqKdDoVr46vZilEUhkgmrddp0E/Zwq5EzAuNxJNSSUDWkf2oZKGoH28+nRY/vYKD07jJUpifZU/T2R00jrLApMZ0RxoOe9ifif104xvPBzLpMUQbLZojAVNsb2JAG7xxUwFJkhlClubrXZgCrK0ORUNiG48y8vEu+0dllz786q9asijRI5JEfkhLjknNTJLWkQjzDySJ7JK3mzRtaL9W59zFqXrGLmgPyB9fkDzomSTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujt4AqsaxyFxM0XzGA1h99ZGuCI=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEFTwURPBYwdhCG8pmO2mXbjZxd1IMob/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwjY7zbS0tr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39Bx2nioHHYhGrVkA1CC7BQ44CWokCGgUCmsHweuI3R6A0j+U9Zgn4Ee1LHnJG0Uh+B+EJ8xsJqp+Nu5WqU3OmsBeJW5AqKdDoVr46vZilEUhkgmrddp0E/Zwq5EzAuNxJNSSUDWkf2oZKGoH28+nRY/vYKD07jJUpifZU/T2R00jrLApMZ0RxoOe9ifif104xvPBzLpMUQbLZojAVNsb2JAG7xxUwFJkhlClubrXZgCrK0ORUNiG48y8vEu+0dllz786q9asijRI5JEfkhLjknNTJLWkQjzDySJ7JK3mzRtaL9W59zFqXrGLmgPyB9fkDzomSTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujt4AqsaxyFxM0XzGA1h99ZGuCI=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEFTwURPBYwdhCG8pmO2mXbjZxd1IMob/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwjY7zbS0tr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39Bx2nioHHYhGrVkA1CC7BQ44CWokCGgUCmsHweuI3R6A0j+U9Zgn4Ee1LHnJG0Uh+B+EJ8xsJqp+Nu5WqU3OmsBeJW5AqKdDoVr46vZilEUhkgmrddp0E/Zwq5EzAuNxJNSSUDWkf2oZKGoH28+nRY/vYKD07jJUpifZU/T2R00jrLApMZ0RxoOe9ifif104xvPBzLpMUQbLZojAVNsb2JAG7xxUwFJkhlClubrXZgCrK0ORUNiG48y8vEu+0dllz786q9asijRI5JEfkhLjknNTJLWkQjzDySJ7JK3mzRtaL9W59zFqXrGLmgPyB9fkDzomSTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujt4AqsaxyFxM0XzGA1h99ZGuCI=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXYBE8lUQEFTwURPBYwdhCG8pmO2mXbjZxd1IMob/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwjY7zbS0tr6yurZc2yptb2zu7lb39Bx2nioHHYhGrVkA1CC7BQ44CWokCGgUCmsHweuI3R6A0j+U9Zgn4Ee1LHnJG0Uh+B+EJ8xsJqp+Nu5WqU3OmsBeJW5AqKdDoVr46vZilEUhkgmrddp0E/Zwq5EzAuNxJNSSUDWkf2oZKGoH28+nRY/vYKD07jJUpifZU/T2R00jrLApMZ0RxoOe9ifif104xvPBzLpMUQbLZojAVNsb2JAG7xxUwFJkhlClubrXZgCrK0ORUNiG48y8vEu+0dllz786q9asijRI5JEfkhLjknNTJLWkQjzDySJ7JK3mzRtaL9W59zFqXrGLmgPyB9fkDzomSTQ==</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="Dhx5qo7sDABZ/EULTqNhwx/AoIA=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUMFDwYvHFqwttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQybLBaxagdUo+ASm4Ybge1EIY0Cga1gdDP1W4+oNI/lnRkn6Ed0IHnIGTVWajz1yhW36s5AlomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG4K3+PIyaZ5Vr6pe47xSu87TKMIRHMMpeHABNbiFOjSBAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUtGMyg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dhx5qo7sDABZ/EULTqNhwx/AoIA=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUMFDwYvHFqwttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQybLBaxagdUo+ASm4Ybge1EIY0Cga1gdDP1W4+oNI/lnRkn6Ed0IHnIGTVWajz1yhW36s5AlomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG4K3+PIyaZ5Vr6pe47xSu87TKMIRHMMpeHABNbiFOjSBAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUtGMyg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dhx5qo7sDABZ/EULTqNhwx/AoIA=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUMFDwYvHFqwttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQybLBaxagdUo+ASm4Ybge1EIY0Cga1gdDP1W4+oNI/lnRkn6Ed0IHnIGTVWajz1yhW36s5AlomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG4K3+PIyaZ5Vr6pe47xSu87TKMIRHMMpeHABNbiFOjSBAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUtGMyg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dhx5qo7sDABZ/EULTqNhwx/AoIA=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUMFDwYvHFqwttKFstpN27WYTdjdiCf0FXjyoePUvefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3Os4VQybLBaxagdUo+ASm4Ybge1EIY0Cga1gdDP1W4+oNI/lnRkn6Ed0IHnIGTVWajz1yhW36s5AlomXkwrkqPfKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4GVWGM4GTUjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZodOyIlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhpZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymX5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDYlG4K3+PIyaZ5Vr6pe47xSu87TKMIRHMMpeHABNbiFOjSBAcIzvMKb8+C8OO/Ox7y14OQzh/AHzucPUtGMyg==</latexit>

V (x)
<latexit sha1_base64="ASVNRR2ehzrBgpeDDSTofg+ZFS8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEUMFDwYvHCqYttKFstpt26e4m7G7EEvoXvHhQ8eov8ua/cdPmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v52V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3dvv3Jw2NJxqgj1Scxj1QmxppxJ6htmOO0kimIRctoOx7e5336kSrNYPphJQgOBh5JFjGCTS63a01m/UnXr7gxomXgFqUKBZr/y1RvEJBVUGsKx1l3PTUyQYWUY4XRa7qWaJpiM8ZB2LZVYUB1ks1un6NQqAxTFypY0aKb+nsiw0HoiQtspsBnpRS8X//O6qYmugozJJDVUkvmiKOXIxCh/HA2YosTwiSWYKGZvRWSEFSbGxlO2IXiLLy8T/7x+XffuL6qNmyKNEhzDCdTAg0towB00wQcCI3iGV3hzhPPivDsf89YVp5g5gj9wPn8Av86Njw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ASVNRR2ehzrBgpeDDSTofg+ZFS8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEUMFDwYvHCqYttKFstpt26e4m7G7EEvoXvHhQ8eov8ua/cdPmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v52V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3dvv3Jw2NJxqgj1Scxj1QmxppxJ6htmOO0kimIRctoOx7e5336kSrNYPphJQgOBh5JFjGCTS63a01m/UnXr7gxomXgFqUKBZr/y1RvEJBVUGsKx1l3PTUyQYWUY4XRa7qWaJpiM8ZB2LZVYUB1ks1un6NQqAxTFypY0aKb+nsiw0HoiQtspsBnpRS8X//O6qYmugozJJDVUkvmiKOXIxCh/HA2YosTwiSWYKGZvRWSEFSbGxlO2IXiLLy8T/7x+XffuL6qNmyKNEhzDCdTAg0towB00wQcCI3iGV3hzhPPivDsf89YVp5g5gj9wPn8Av86Njw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ASVNRR2ehzrBgpeDDSTofg+ZFS8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEUMFDwYvHCqYttKFstpt26e4m7G7EEvoXvHhQ8eov8ua/cdPmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v52V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3dvv3Jw2NJxqgj1Scxj1QmxppxJ6htmOO0kimIRctoOx7e5336kSrNYPphJQgOBh5JFjGCTS63a01m/UnXr7gxomXgFqUKBZr/y1RvEJBVUGsKx1l3PTUyQYWUY4XRa7qWaJpiM8ZB2LZVYUB1ks1un6NQqAxTFypY0aKb+nsiw0HoiQtspsBnpRS8X//O6qYmugozJJDVUkvmiKOXIxCh/HA2YosTwiSWYKGZvRWSEFSbGxlO2IXiLLy8T/7x+XffuL6qNmyKNEhzDCdTAg0towB00wQcCI3iGV3hzhPPivDsf89YVp5g5gj9wPn8Av86Njw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ASVNRR2ehzrBgpeDDSTofg+ZFS8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lEUMFDwYvHCqYttKFstpt26e4m7G7EEvoXvHhQ8eov8ua/cdPmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0w408Z1v52V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3dvv3Jw2NJxqgj1Scxj1QmxppxJ6htmOO0kimIRctoOx7e5336kSrNYPphJQgOBh5JFjGCTS63a01m/UnXr7gxomXgFqUKBZr/y1RvEJBVUGsKx1l3PTUyQYWUY4XRa7qWaJpiM8ZB2LZVYUB1ks1un6NQqAxTFypY0aKb+nsiw0HoiQtspsBnpRS8X//O6qYmugozJJDVUkvmiKOXIxCh/HA2YosTwiSWYKGZvRWSEFSbGxlO2IXiLLy8T/7x+XffuL6qNmyKNEhzDCdTAg0towB00wQcCI3iGV3hzhPPivDsf89YVp5g5gj9wPn8Av86Njw==</latexit>

µ
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Figure 3.1: (a): Schematic top-down perspective of a superfluid with a sudden change
in density producing an interface. The dipoles approach the interface at incident angle
θi and leave at an angle of refraction θ f with respect to the normal of the interface. (b):
Cross-section perspective of the superfluid in figure (a). The fluid density is reduced after
a step increase in the external potential. (c): Surface plot of the external potential Vext,
which has dimensions 512ξ × 512ξ. A buffer of 100ξ on each side prevents numerical noise
in simulations. The potential well features an adjustable step allowing for control of the
superfluid density in one half of the system.

Combining Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5), the angle and the separation of the outgoing vortex
dipole can be expressed as

θ f = arcsin
(
sin θi

|Pi|

|P f |

)
, (3.6a)

d f =
ξ f

α

(
αdi

ξi

) ρi
ρ f

. (3.6b)

The formulation of Snell’s law for vortex dipoles given in Eqs. (3.6) provides the main
analytical result; in the remainder of the chapter, our aim is to test this formulation of Snell’s
law by numerically solving the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. For ρ1 < ρ2, when the incident
angle reaches a critical value

θc ≡ arcsin
(
|P f |

|Pi|

)
, (3.7)

the angle of refraction approaches 90◦. This is the expected behaviour for an ideal Snell’s-
law process, where the structure of the dipole or interface are not important.
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In optics, Snell’s law approximates the propagation of electromagnetic waves in different
materials, when the wavelength is much smaller than the other relevant scales. In our case,
the motion of the dipole represents a complex flow pattern of the underlying superfluid due
to the motion of the constituent quantum vortices. If we instead view a vortex dipole as a
particle, discarding the underlying fluid motion, a naive application of Fermat’s principle
leads to an incorrect refraction formula: sin θi/ sin θ f = vi/v f , where v j = ~/(md j) is the
velocity of a vortex dipole. Our results establish that a quantum vortex dipole describing a
collective excitation of the host superfluid obeys a Snell’s law type relation, and hence its
motion bears a close analogy to the rectilinear propagation of optical rays between media of
constant refractive index.

For quantum vortex dipoles, there is a well-understood short-range phenomenology
occurring as the vortices approach each other closely. The process was studied theoretically
by Jones and Roberts [75], who established that once the vortices reach a critical separation,
they lose their exact integer phase winding, and are no longer topological excitations of the
superfluid. The two cores partially merge to form a single propagating region of low density,
and the vortex dipole gives way to a localised excitation known as the Jones-Roberts soliton

(JRS) [75]. The onset of the JRS regime can be estimated as the dipole speed at which
the fluid velocity in the middle of a vortex dipole (the highest velocity) riches the speed
of sound. This immediately yields the estimate dJRS ≈ 3ξ, consistent with the numerical
calculation that yields dJRS ' 2.3ξ [75]. In this work, we only consider the situations where
d � dJRS, and the vortices may be described as point-like.

3.3 Initial States and Numerical Setup

To set up an interface between two regions of a homogeneous BEC with different densities,
we constructed an external potential Vext(r, t) in the shape of a box trap with an adjustable
step. This was created by specifying sharp masks for the interface and trapping boundaries,
and smoothing these features by locally applying a tanh6 (x/ξ) to the interface mask and
tanh6 (x/4ξ) to each boundary mask. In detail, the potential is taken to be of the form

Vext(x) = 5µ tanh6
(

w
x + L/2 − ξ/2

)
+ h tanh6

(
Θ(x)

x
w

)
+ (5µ − h) tanh6

(
w

x − L/2

)
, (3.8)

for −L/2 + ξ/2 < x < L/2 and given −L/2 + ξ/2 < y < L/2, where h = µ − 12Dρ2, w = 4ξ,
and Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. While for |x| > L/2 and |y| > L/2, Vext = 5µ. An
example potential is shown in Figure 3.1c.

We first find the ground state of the system using imaginary time evolution of the
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GPE under the constraint of fixed particle number. The incoming vortex dipole is created
by imprinting the phase Eq. (2.59) and density Eq. (2.47) onto the ground state. After
imprinting the vortex dipole, we apply a short imaginary time evolution to damp out the
acoustic excitation energy induced by imprinting the ansatz Eq. (2.47) (since it is not the
exact core solution). Once acoustic energy is removed, the dipole is evolved according to the
Hamiltonian GPE. The incoming dipole distance di � ξi is chosen large enough to ensure
that the distance of the outgoing dipole d f � dJRS

1. For particular angles of incidence, we
found more precision was required when setting up the initial dipole parameters. In this
case, we imprinted the numerically exact vortex core, as described later in this thesis.

Three separate external potentials were used to set up changes in superfluid density, that
we use in the rest of this thesis. The parameters for each case are referred to as

1. Small: ρ1/ρ2 = 9.5/10

2. Medium: ρ1/ρ2 = 9/10

3. Large: ρ1/ρ2 = 8.5/10

All simulations were run by using the Julia programming language [76]. The GPE
was solved using pseudo-spectral methods with the DifferentialEquations.jl package [77].
Tsit5 [78] was used as the algorithm for DifferentialEquations.jl. Vortices were detected
by using the VortexDistrubutions.jl package [79]. The total size of the dataset from the
simulations was about 1.5Tb.

3.4 Representative Examples of Time Evolution

We first present atomic density plots showing the evolution of three representative examples
of total internal reflection observed in our GPE simulations. The notable feature of the
dipole motion is the possibility that the dipole can partially cross the interface before being
reflected. The examples in Figure 3.2a, 3.2b and 3.2c each use an external potential step to
create an interface between two regions (ρ1ξ

2 = 8.5, ρ2ξ
2 = 10) with the dipole moving from

low to higher density. The initial dipole separations are di = (17.9, 17.9, 17.8)ξ. Recalling
the critical angle formula (Eq. (3.7)) and using the initial dipole separation and fluid
densities, the critical angles for the three dipoles are θc = (39.7◦, 39.7◦, 39.6◦) respectively.

1Our numerical procedure for positioning initial vortex dipoles combined with the finite grid resolution
leads to a small variation in the dipole distances and angles with respect to our chosen input parameters. For
the dipole distance, the variation is less than 0.1ξ; for the angle of incidence, the variation is kept below 0.1
degree. In our figures, we thus report values for d and θ to this level of accuracy.
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Figure 3.2: Vortex dipole motion across a density interface. Each subfigure shows the same
vortex dipole, superimposed at different times during its motion. The line between the
dipoles traces out the centre of the dipole. (a) With ρ1ξ

2 < ρ2ξ
2 and n1 > n2, a low-energy

dipole just above the critical angle undergoes total internal reflection. (b) A low-energy
dipole significantly above the critical angle undergoes total internal reflection. (c) A low-
energy dipole above the critical angle straddles the interface between the two fluid densities
before undergoing total internal reflection.

In Figure 3.2a, a dipole incident at the interface just above the critical angle (θi = 41.4◦),
undergoes transient transmission of both vortices into the second region, before reflecting
back into the first region with the outgoing angle and dipole separation close to the incoming
values. In Figure 3.2b, a dipole of initial separation di = 17.9ξ is initialised in a fluid of
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Figure 3.3: The dipole distance vs time, and dipole angle vs time, for the simulations in
Figure 3.2a, 3.2b and 3.2c, with the same corresponding labels (a), (b) and (c). In the dipole
angle vs time figures, the angle is always with respect to the normal of the interface. We
adopt the convention that the normal to the interface is always in the direction of the current
ray/dipole, and the angle from the normal is always of positive sign.

density ρ1ξ
2 = 8.5 with incident angle θi = 58.7◦. As the dipole approaches the interface

one of the vortices partially immerses into the denser region before the dipole is reflected
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with outgoing dipole separation and angle close to the incoming values. In simulations with
larger incident angles, the dipole always undergoes total internal reflection, with neither
vortex crossing into the denser region. In Figure 3.2c, a dipole of similar initial separation
di = 17.8ξ is initialised in a fluid of density ρ1ξ

2 = 8.5 with incident angle θi = 50.6◦,
between the incident angles of Figure 3.2c and 3.2c. At the interface, only one vortex of
the pair crosses into the denser region with the other remaining in the original region. The
dipole spends an extended period of time straddling the interface before reflection at close
to the initial dipole separation and incident angle.

Revisiting the 3 examples given in Figure 3.2 in the same order, we see in Figure
3.3a the dipole separation vs time, and dipole angle vs time, of the trajectory from Figure
3.2a. The final dipole separation distance is slightly less than the initial distance, and the
distance decreases from 17.9ξ to 10ξ while crossing and reflecting at the interface. The
calculated dipole separation distance when using final dipole distance formula (Eq. (3.6b))
with ρ1/ρ2 = 8.5/10 and di = 17.9ξ is d f = 9.7ξ. The two kinks in the plot are due to the
delay between the first and second vortex in the dipole crossing the interface. The same
kink is visible for the plot of the dipole angle vs time, with a triangular peak rising to ninety
degrees as the dipole undergoes total internal reflection.

The dipole distance vs time, and dipole angle vs time, from the simulation in Figure
3.2b is shown in Figure 3.3b. The initial and outgoing dipole separation is the same, but
now the separation distance only drops to 15ξ at the interface. The incident and outgoing
angles are the same, consistent with total internal reflection. Both the dipole separation
distance vs time, and dipole angle vs time, have no visible kink, congruent with neither
vortex in the dipole crossing the interface during the process of reflection.

Finally, we revisit the simulation from Figure 3.2c, in which there was significant
surface capture. In Figure 3.3c shows the outgoing dipole separation distance has decreased
from the initial separation distance, dropping from 17.8ξ to 17.2ξ. The separation distance
falls to approximately 12.5ξ at the interface. The outgoing dipole angle is higher than the
initial dipole angle, gaining approximately 1.3◦. Simulations in which the dipole spends an
extended period of time at the interface have similar small deviations from incoming and
outgoing dipole separations and incident and outgoing angles.

The previous six figures (3.2a,3.2b,3.2c, 3.3a,3.3b,3.3c) show the range of behaviour for
dipoles with incident angles above the critical angle at sharp line interface with a region of
higher density. An elongated confining geometry had to be used in Figure 3.2c to capture
the full dynamics of dipole trajectories that spend an extended period of time straddling the
interface and ensure well-defined asymptotic states that are not perturbed by the system
boundary.
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Figure 3.4: Incident vs refracted angles of low energy dipoles across a small, medium
and large change in density (ρ1 < ρ2). The initial dipole separation distance di is in units
of ξ. A data point on the dashed blue line represents a dipole undergoing total internal
reflection, with the incident angle equal to the refracted angle. The green line is the expected
result from using Eq. (3.6a). Each subfigure shows the incident vs refracted angle for the:
(a) small step with density change ρ1/ρ2 = 9.5/10, (b) medium step with density change
ρ1/ρ2 = 9/10, and (c) large step with density change ρ1/ρ2 = 8.5/10.

3.5 Low- to High-Density Trajectory

We now consider a range of values for ρ1/ρ2, using the small, medium, large external
potential (3). We set the fluid density of the first region so that ρ1 < ρ2, and study the
relationship between changes in fluid density and critical/refracted angles.

For our first study of density-step dependence, we use a single dipole distance for each
step, given by di = (11.9ξ, 13.9ξ, 17.9ξ) respectively. The values of di are chosen in this
case to ensure d f ≈ 10ξ upon crossing the interface. This choice ensures that the dipoles
have the same energy (both initial and final states) while remaining in the point-vortex
regime throughout, and minimising computational time.

In Figure 3.4 we see the measurements of the incident and refracted angles of the dipoles
for each of the three step sizes. The green line in each subfigure represents the expected
analytic result from Eq. (3.6a) and the green dots represent the data of the incident low
energy dipoles taken from simulations. A data point on the θi = θ f line represents a dipole
undergoing total internal reflection. In Figure 3.4a the refracted angles for the small step
show gradual growth in the refracted angle as the incident angle is increased, and then an
abrupt change to reflection at approximately θi ≈ 60◦, close to the analytic prediction of
θc = 61.1◦. In Figure 3.4b, the initial dipole separation has been increased to di = 13.9ξ
to have the dipole energy the same as in Figure 3.4a. Dipoles traversing the medium step
show a quicker growth in θ f as θi increases and then transition to reflection at an angle of
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Figure 3.5: (ρ1ξ
2 < ρ2ξ

2): Incident vs refracted angle across the large step (ρ1/ρ2 = 8.5/10)
with low (d1 = 17.9ξ), medium (d1 = 23.9ξ) and high (d1 = 30.0ξ) energy dipoles.

approximately θi ≈ 50◦, close to the analytic result of θc = 49.2◦. For the large step, Figure
3.4c shows that the refracted angle significantly deviates from the θi = θ f line as θi increases.
The large step has the smallest critical angle, with dipoles reflecting after approximately
θi ≈ 40◦, still in reasonable agreement with the

To investigate the effect of changing the dipole separation distance (dipole energy)
while keeping the potential step the same, we choose the external potential with the large
step (ρ1/ρ2 = 8.5/10) and three different initial dipole separations di = (17.9, 23.9, 30.0)ξ.
The expected critical angles are then θc = (39.7◦, 37.7◦, 36.2◦) respectively. The results
are presented in Figure 3.5, in which the green, orange and red data points represent low,
medium and high energy dipoles respectively. We see that for a given system size, a larger
change in θi and θc can be effected by varying the potential step/density ratio as opposed to
changing di. This behaviour is due to the fact that the dipole energy (Eq. ((2.68))) depends
only logarithmically on the dipole separation distance, whereas the dependence on the
background superfluid density is linear.
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3.6 Anomalous Snell’s Law: Interface-Capture

The dynamics of the dipoles above the critical angle undergo interface phenomena in
which the dipoles spend an extended period of time near the interface. This phenomenon
necessitates the use of an elongated external potential to capture the full dynamics of
the vortex dipole in a region above the critical angle. Because a slight change in initial
parameters can lead to a large change in the outgoing state, precise control of the initial
conditions is also required.

The external potential (Vext(r, t)) used in this section was once again created using sharp
masks for the interface and boundaries with a smoothing function (tanh6 (x/ξ)) applied to
each boundary and interface. The dimensions of the potential were 512 × 1024ξ in total,
with a buffer zone of 100ξ on each side of the x-axis and 200ξ on each side of the y-axis,
giving an effective area of 312 × 624ξ for the vortex dynamics.

Each simulation was started with a fixed number of particles in the external potential
and evolved with imaginary time in order to find the ground state of the system. The dipoles
were again phase imprinted onto the condensate with the vortex dipole phase ϕ defined in
Eq. (2.59). However this time the density ansatz from Eq. (2.47) was not used. Instead,
the density profile of a single vortex in a homogeneous condensate was numerically solved
using Chebyshev polynomials. This approach allows the density profile to calculated to any
desired accuracy. The density profile from this approach is plotted as the solid red line in
Figure 2.1.

Because the dipoles required have a large separation distance, the solutions for the
density profile of a single vortex may be multiplied together to create the density profile of
a vortex dipole that gives a good approximation to the true solution. By phase imprinting
and using the exact solution for the density profile of the vortices composing the dipole,
imaginary time evolution is no longer required to damp out acoustic energy. This allows
for precise control over the initial conditions of the dipole and for a systematic sweep over
small changes in initial parameters.

Low energy dipoles (di = 17.9ξ) were imprinted at 84 evenly spaced incident angles
ranging from θi = 37.25◦ to θi = 58.0◦. The critical angle for this system is θc = 39.7◦.

As the incident angle of the dipoles is increased beyond the critical angle, the dynamics
pass through several regimes involving varying levels of transient surface interaction. We
classify the trajectories into five separate regimes. Figure 3.6 shows the trajectories of the
centres of the dipoles. The figure is split into two parts for clarity, as the outgoing dipole
trajectories pass over one another in distinct regimes. We list here the regimes in order from
1 to 5, and their corresponding colour labels used in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: The trajectories of low energy dipoles (di = 17.9ξ) across the large step
(ρ1/ρ2 = 8.5/10) within a wedge of incident angles θi ranging from 37.25◦ to 58.0◦. Here
the critical angle is θc = 39.7◦. The figure is divided into two parts for clarity, with each
part containing the same bounding trajectories defining the wedge. (a): The first regime
of behaviour is shown by the green dipole trajectories. In this regime the dipoles undergo
refraction. Their incident angles are all below the critical angle, and their outgoing angle
increases as a function of the incident angle. The second regime is shown by the yellow
trajectories, beginning with θi = 39.25◦. (b): The third and fourth regimes are given by the
red and white dipole trajectories respectively. The fifth regime is given by the blue dipole
trajectories with θi = 54.25◦. See text for a description the regimes.
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1. Green: θi ∈ [37.25◦, 39.0◦], θ f ∈ [75.51◦, 85.60◦]
The first 8 trajectories are shown in Figure 3.6a. In this first regime, all dipoles
undergo ordinary ray-like refraction from a single point of incidence at the interface.
Here θ f increases with θi until θi nears the analytic critical angle θc.

2. Yellow: θi ∈ [39.25◦, 41.75◦], θ f ∈ [89.46◦, 41.90◦]
In the second regime, θi starts just below the analytic critical angle. Both vortices
are transmitted across the interface and propagate parallel to the interface. A further
increase of θi causes reflection after an interval of propagation parallel to the interface.
This transient surface capture length decreases with increasing θi, until the reflection
becomes ray-like once again, devoid of any surface-capture dynamics.

3. Red: θi ∈ [42.0◦, 50.25◦], θ f ∈ [42.17◦, 50.92◦]
In the third regime (Figure 3.6b), the dipoles initially undergo ray-like reflection at
the interface. As θi increases, the surface capture length monotonically increases. The
nature of surface capture is fundamentally different from regime 1 (Yellow), in that
now the dipole is straddling the interface. This is consistent with the expectation that
greater momentum normal to the interface would lead to a more complete interface
crossing. The surface-capture length eventually reaches a maximum extent for this
regime, defining the regime boundary.

4. White: θi ∈ [50.50◦, 54.25◦], θ f ∈ [51.91◦, 54.59◦]
In the fourth regime, the dipoles again reduce their surface-capture length as θi

increases. This is a similar behaviour as seen for regime 3 (Red). When the surface-
capture length reaches zero, the next regime begins.

5. Blue: θi ∈ [54.50◦, 58.0◦], θ f ∈ [54.89◦, 58.34◦]
In the fifth regime, the dipoles undergo ray-like total internal reflection when reaching
the interface, with neither vortex crossing the interface.

All dipole trajectories were observed to obey Snell’s law. For ray-like propagation, the angle
relationship is straightforward to verify. For the anomalous surface-capture regime, Snell’s
law was found to describe the asymptotic states when measuring the outgoing angle of the
trajectory about its last point of contact with the interface.

Using the same classification of regimes, we plot the dipole distance d and angle θ over
time for each of the 84 trajectories.

1. Green (Dark to Bright): θi ∈ [37.25◦, 39.0◦], θ f ∈ [75.51◦, 85.60◦]
Figure 3.7a shows the dipole distance over time and dipole angle over time of the first
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Figure 3.7: Each top figure shows the dipole distance vs time, and each bottom figure shows
the dipole angle vs time, for Regime 1 and 2 (as shown in Figure 3.6a) respectively. The
trajectory of the dipole with the lowest incident angle in each regime is represented by
a darker shade of the colour chosen to represent the regime in Figure 3.6a. The colour
shade uniformly increases to represent dipole trajectories with θi. (a): Regime 1 (Green):
θi ∈ [37.25◦, 39.0◦], θ f ∈ [75.51◦, 85.60◦]. See text 1 for description. (b): Regime 2
(Yellow): θi ∈ [39.25◦, 41.75◦], θ f ∈ [89.46◦, 41.90◦]. See text 2 for description.

8 trajectories. In the upper half of the figure, the dipole distances for all trajectories are
shown to slightly reduce as the dipoles approach the interface. The dipole distances
then drop by approximately 8ξ as they cross the interface, with a kink in the plot
visible during the crossing as a result of the delay between each vortex in the dipole
separately crossing the interface.

In the lower half of the figure, the angle over time is shown. A small change in θi

leads to a large change in θ f . A kink in the plot during the transition from θi to θ f

is visible, again because of the delay between each vortex in the dipole crossing the
interface.

2. Yellow (Dark to Bright): θi ∈ [39.25◦, 41.75◦], θ f ∈ [89.46◦, 41.90◦]
In the second regime, θi started just below the analytic critical angle. Both vor-
tices were transmitted across the interface and propagated parallel to the interface.
This initial trajectory is seen in the upper plot of Figure 3.7b as the trajectory that
monotonically decreases, and in the lower plot as the trajectory that stays at 90◦.
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Each successive increase in θi has the dipole undergo reflection, with the dipoles
reducing the length of surface capture at the interface as θi is increased. Each dipole
trajectory that undergoes reflection has a visible kink the plot for dipole distance and
angle while crossing the interface. The trajectory that endures the longest surface
capture does not regain all of its initial dipole separation distance.
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Figure 3.8: Each top figure shows the dipole distance vs time, and each bottom figure
shows the dipole angle vs time, for Regime 3, and Regime 4 and 5 combined (as shown
in Figure 3.6b), respectively. The trajectory of the dipole with the lowest incident angle
in each regime is represented by a darker shade of the colour chosen to represent the
regime in Figure 3.6b. The colour shade uniformly increases to represent dipole trajectories
with increasing θi. (a): Regime 3 (Red): θi ∈ [42.0◦, 50.25◦], θ f ∈ [42.17◦, 50.92◦]. See
text (3) for description. (b): Regime 2 (Orange[White], Blue): θi ∈ [50.50◦, 54.25◦],
θ f ∈ [51.91◦, 54.59◦], θi ∈ [54.50◦, 58.0◦], θ f ∈ [54.89◦, 58.34◦] respectively. See text (3)
for description.

(3) Red (Dark to Bright): θi ∈ [42.0◦, 50.25◦], θ f ∈ [42.17◦, 50.92◦]
Figure 3.8a shows the change in dipole distance vs time and dipole angle vs time
for the trajectories in the third regime, also represented in Figure 3.6b. In Figure
3.8a, the trajectory with the lowest θi is represented with the dark shade of red, and
trajectories with higher θi are represented with lighter shades of red. The change
from both vortices crossing the interface during the the process of reflection, to the
dipole straddling the interface before being reflected is clear to see. The dipoles
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propagated along until reaching the interface, where the lose approximately 8ξ in
dipole separation distance, before returning to the same dipole separation distance.
As θi is increased, the dipoles tend to have a greater surface capture length, and
reduced dipole separation distance loss across the interface, loosing and regaining
approximately 6ξ. The kink in the dipole separation vs time plot is lost with increasing
θi, as the transition to only one dipole crossing the interface occurs.

The lower plot in figure 3.8a shows the change in dipole angle vs time for the third
regime. As θi is increased, surface capture length is increased. The kink is reduced
and spread out with increasing incident angle, but not eliminated.

(4), (5) Orange[White] (Dark to Bright): θi ∈ [50.50◦, 54.25◦], θ f ∈ [51.91◦, 54.59◦]
Blue (Dark to Bright): θi ∈ [54.50◦, 58.0◦], θ f ∈ [54.89◦, 58.34◦]
Figure 3.8b shows the change in dipole distance vs time and dipole angle vs time for
the 4th and 5th regime combined. For reasons of visual clarity the trajectories for
the 4th regime are displayed in shades of orange as opposed to white in Figure 3.6b,
with the darker shades representing the trajectories with the lowest θi, and the lighter
shades representing the trajectories of dipoles with greater θi.

In both the dipole distance vs time and dipole angle vs time plot, we see the dipole
reduce its surface capture length. In the dipole distance vs time plot, there is no kink
during surface capture, and the dipole reduces the dipole separation distance loss
during the process of reflection.

In the 5th regime, the surface capture length reaches zero. The dipole distance vs
time figure shows the dipole distance reducing less than 4ξ when interacting with the
interface. The dipole angle vs time shows now surface capture length at the interface,
with no kink as neither vortex in the dipole crosses the interface.

3.7 High- to Low-Density Trajectory

Finally, we consider the case where the dipole undergoes refraction from a high to low
density region of superfluid (ρ1 > ρ2). The external potential with the large step (ρ1/ρ2 =

8.5/10) was used with low, medium, and high energy dipoles with separation distance
di = (9.9, 24.9, 40.0)ξ respectively. In order to reduce boundary interactions for the medium
and high energy dipoles, a larger system size was used with area 624 × 624ξ. The θi ranged
from zero to 80◦ in steps of 8◦. A representative example is shown in Figure 3.9a, where
a high energy dipole (di = 40.0ξ) incident upon the interface at a large angle undergoes
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Figure 3.9: (ρ1ξ
2 > ρ2ξ

2): A high energy (d1 = 40.0ξ) dipole is incident upon an interface
created by the large step (ρ1/ρ2 = 10/8.5) at a high initial angle (63.8◦). The dipole
undergoes refraction leaving the interface at a smaller outgoing angle. (a): Superimposed
atomic density plot of the dipole at six points in time. The white line traces out the trajectory
of the centre of the dipole. (b): Dipole separation distance vs time, and dipole angle vs time
for the same trajectory.

refraction and leaves the boundary at a smaller outgoing angle. The dipole separation
distance vs time, and dipole angle vs time, are shown for the same trajectory in Figure
3.9b. There is a clear signal of each vortex individually crossing the interface. The dipole
separation distance gradually grows during the period of the trajectory in which the first
dipole has crossed the interface but not the second vortex, whereas the angle of the dipole
in-between the individual vortices crossing the interface remains constant. In all simulations,
no critical angle is observed for dipoles traversing from high to low density regions, as such
dipoles always undergo refraction. Figure 3.10 shows the change in θ f due to a change in
di, for the large step. The green, orange and red data points represent the low, medium and
high energy dipoles respectively. We see that θ f increases at a slower rate than θi. The effect
of changing the dipole energy is readily seen here, with dipoles of high energy showing a
stronger divergence from the θi = θ f line than dipoles with lower energy.
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Figure 3.10: (ρ1ξ
2 > ρ2ξ

2): Incident vs refracted angle across the large step (ρ1/ρ2 = 10/8.5)
with low (d1 = 9.9ξ), medium (d1 = 24.9ξ) and high (d1 = 40.0ξ) energy dipoles.

3.8 Refractive index

In a compressible superfluid with healing length ξ the JRS forms when the vortices ap-
proach within a distance λξ, where the constant λ ∼ 2.3 [75], but the precise value of λ
is independent of the background density of the superfluid. Hence we can define the JRS
reference speeds on each side of the interface as

CJRS ,i =
~

m
1
λξ j

where j = i, f , (3.9)

and where λ is the same constant on either side. We then introduce the index of refraction
for a vortex dipole as

n j ≡
CJRS , j

v j
=
~

m
1
λξ j

md j

~
=

d j

λξ j
=

1
λα

exp
(

E j

2πρ j

m
~2

)
. (3.10)
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where v j = ~/(md j) is the velocity of a vortex dipole. In terms of c j ≡
√
12Dρ j/m, the local

speed of sound, Eq. (3.6a) can now be written as

sin(θi)
sin(θ f )

=
d fρ f

diρi
=

viρ f

v fρi
=

c f n f

cini
, (3.11)

where the common JRS scale factor λ does not play an obvious role as the law can be
phrased in terms of the two sound speeds. This formulation allows the assignment of
a particular refractive index for a given region of superfluid. However, the result is not
as simple as for optics, because there is no well-defined reference speed that is material
independent.

3.9 Conclusions

Snell’s law is a universal governing principle of ray optics, describing the incidence of
an optical ray on a translationally invariant interface between two uniform optical media.
More generally any excitation undergoing rectilinear propagation at an interface can be
expected to obey an analogue Snell’s law due to the conservation of the component of
momentum parallel with the interface. Our results show that this principle governs the
motion of a quantum vortex dipole moving in a planar superfluid. The vortex finite core size
in a Bose-Einstein condensate introduces an additional energy change when the vortices
cross the interface, and this effect must be included to obtain the correct formulation of
Snell’s law for a quantum vortex dipole.

In contrast to ordinary ray optics, Snell’s law for the quantum vortex dipole is dependent
on the local speed of sound, and the natural reference speed is determined by the closest
distance of approach for the vortices — the scale where the vortices lose their topological
character and form a Jones-Roberts soliton. While many features of ray optics are observed,
including total internal reflection, there are clear departures from ray optics when the internal
structure of the dipole becomes important. Most notably, due to transient capture by the
interface, the ordinary ray-like propagation breaks down near the critical angle for total
internal reflection due to the interaction between the dipole and the interface. Despite this
finite-size physics, Snell’s law governing the relationship between incoming and outgoing
asymptotic states is always satisfied.

It is tempting to draw analogies between the transient surface-capture phenomenon and
the Goos-Hänchen effect or to surface-plasmon physics, and further investigation is required
to explore such analogies. Explorations of the optical analogy may yet suggest ways to
create simple optical elements such as lenses and mirrors for quantum vortex dipoles and
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may reveal additional mechanisms for manipulating vortex motion [21, 44].



Chapter 4

The Necklace State

Three vortices move in a plane

You can solve that with limited pain

But add in a speck

And all goes to heck

Its motion is really insane!

(H Aref) [51]

In this chapter, we first build up the point-vortex model. We then review the history
of finding point-vortex equilibria and the stability of the equilibria to perturbations. We
find an analytic form for the stationary solution for an arbitrary number of point-vortex
dipoles arranged into a ring in a disk, referred to as the necklace state. With recent advances
in spatiotemporal trapping potentials [30, 31], it is experimentally possible to create the
necklace state in a hard-wall trap with direct laser manipulation. Generally, necklace states
are unstable equilibrium states for large N. However, they may be used to see chaotic
dynamics, providing a route to 2D quantum turbulence. Our analytic solution also reveals a
relation to the generalized golden ratio known as the metallic mean.

4.1 Point Vortex Model

By performing a discretisation of the Euler equation (Eq. (2.70)), the vorticity is described
by a series of points, analogous to the point-mass approximation used when solving N-body
gravitational problems. In this model, the internal structure of the vortex is ignored and the
dynamics of vortices in a close approach is only approximated. Although the point-vortex
model may seem overly simplistic, it provides a valid approximation of quantum vortex
dynamics in a superfluid provided the superfluid Mach number Mas � 1 (Eq. (2.82). For a

45
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classical fluid the point-vortex model is usually derived by redefining the vorticity from Eq.
(2.76) as

ω(r) =

N∑
i

Γiφe(r − ri), (4.1)

where Γ = h/m is the circulation, h is Planck’s constant, and m is the mass of the particles
in the fluid. The distribution function is assumed to be of the form

φε(r) =
1
ε2φ

(r
ε

)
, (4.2)

with ε � 1, and φ a normalised radially symmetric function such that
∫
φd2r = 1. In this

way, the vorticity of the fluid is smoothly distributed. In the limiting case of ε → 0

φε(r) = δ(2)(r), (4.3)

the distribution function becomes the dirac delta function, just as the vorticity is distributed
in a quantum fluid. This limit gives the basis of the point-vortex model. The vorticity is
now given by

ω(r) =
∑

i

Γiδ
(2)(r − ri). (4.4)

Now since
∇2ψ(r) = −ω(r), (4.5)

we may then obtain the streamfunction by using Green’s function for the two-dimensional
Laplacian

ψ(r) =

∫
G(r − r′)ω(r′)d2r′, (4.6)

given that
∇2G(r − r′) = −δ(2)(r − r′), (4.7)

where the Green’s function in the unbounded two dimensional plane is

G(r) = −
1

2π
log |r|. (4.8)

The streamfunction is then

ψ(r) = −
1

2π

∑
i

Γi log |r − ri|. (4.9)
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In two dimensions with the absence of any background flow the fluid velocity is

u = ∇ ×ψ =

(
∂ψ

∂y
,−
∂ψ

∂x
, 0

)
, (4.10)

and so the equation of motion for a fluid particle is then

ṙ =

(
∂ψ

∂y
,−
∂ψ

∂x

)
. (4.11)

By substituting the components in and writing in terms of x and y we have

(
ẋi

ẏi

)
=

1
2π

N∑
j,i

Γ j

r2
i j

(
−yi j

xi j

)
, (4.12)

where xi j = xi − x j. Helmholtz was the first to write down the equations of motion for
the point-vortex model [80, 81], and later Kirchhoff restated the equations of motion into
Hamiltonian form [82]

Γi ẋi =
∂H
∂y

; Γiẏi = −
∂H
∂x

, (4.13)

where the time-independent Hamiltonian is now the streamfunction, with qi = xi being
the canonical coordinates and pi = Γiyi being the canonical momenta, the correspondence
between Helmholtz equation of motion and the Hamiltonian formula of the point-vortex
model is complete. With this correspondence, it becomes clear that the phase space is
the same as the physical configuration space for the vortices from the point of view of
Hamiltonian dynamics. This leads to the point-vortex model having interesting statistical
mechanics properties, such as the possibility of negative temperatures [67]. It is worth
noting that the dynamics of the vortices are given by a first order differential equation,
rather than a second order equation. With a time-independent flow, the level curves of
the Hamiltonian trace out the paths that fluid particles follow, with velocity tangent to the
streamline. After subtracting off the infinite self-energy term, it is clear the point-vortex
Hamiltonian

H = −
1

2π

N−1∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

ΓiΓ j log |ri − r j|, (4.14)

is conserved during the motion of the vortices, as it does not depend on time. Although
it may look as if the Hamiltonian is made up of only a potential energy term on the first
appearance, it is in fact purely kinetic, describing the kinetic energy of the fluid motion
around the vortices. The Hamiltonian is also unusual in that the particles have no mass
and hence no inertia, although a system boundary will introduce an effective mass. The
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interaction between the particles is of infinite range, in the same manner as the Coulomb
force between particles in a gas of 2D point charges.

The Hamiltonian has the important conserved quantities

Px =
∑

i

Γixi, (4.15)

Py = −
∑

i

Γiyi, (4.16)

I =
∑

i

Γir2
i , (4.17)

where r2
i = x2

i + y2
i . Px and Py are the conserved linear impulse, and I is the conserved

angular momentum.

The conservation properties of the Hamiltonian lead to the separation distance d between
only two vortices being a constant of motion in the plane. For |Γ1| = |Γ2|, dipoles propagate
at velocity vd = Γ/2πd, while two vortices with the same sign orbit their geometric centre at
equidistance with angular velocity ω = Γ/πd2.

Lin [83, 84] was the first to extend the dynamical equations to include simply connected
bounded domains. By application of conformal transformations, any simply connected
domain can be mapped to the unit disk by applying the chain rule to the mapping of the
vortices, which is known as the Routh rule [51].

Here we are only concerned with the motion of point vortices in a disk. By using the
method of images, each vortex in the disk has a corresponding image vortex outside the disk
at position

r̄i =
R2ri

|ri|
2 , (4.18)

with the opposite charge to the corresponding vortex in the disk, where R is the radius of the
disk. The vortex images produce a counter flow to the vortices in such a way as to create
a hard-wall fluid boundary and ensure that there is no flow normal to the boundary. The
equation of motion is then

(
ẋi

ẏi

)
=

1
2π

N∑
j,i

Γ j

r2
i j

(
−yi j

xi j

)
−

1
2π

N∑
j

Γ j

r̄2
i j

(
−ȳi j

x̄i j

)
, (4.19)

where x̄i j = xi − x̄ j. It is often easier to work with the point-vortex model in complex
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coordinates with z j = x j + iy j. The Hamiltonian becomes

H = −
1

4π

[ N∑
i=1

N∑
j,i

ΓiΓ j log
|zi − z j|

|R2 − ziz∗j |
−

N∑
j=1

Γ2
j log(R2 − |z j|

2)
]
, (4.20)

where the asterisk (∗) denotes complex conjugation (z∗j = x j − iy j). The equation of motion
in complex coordinates is

ż∗i =
1

2πi

[ N∑
j,i

Γ j

zi − z j
−

N∑
j=1

Γ jz∗j
R2 − z∗jzi

]
. (4.21)

4.2 Point Vortices and the Roots of Polynomials

A long history exists of finding the equilibria positions of point vortices under different
geometries [48–51]. Vortices are said to be in relative equilibria when they undergo motion
but remain fixed in position relative to each other, and in stationary equilibria when they
remain absolutely fixed in position. In the past, the relative equilibria of same charge point
vortices in the plane have been a focus of attention. One fruitful method to find the equilibria
of point vortices, both stationary and relative, has been to study orthogonal polynomials that
have their roots at the positions of vortex equilibria [49]. Many polynomials with suitable
properties have been found for finding the equilibria of point vortices.

One of the earliest connections between the roots of polynomials and point-vortex
equilibria was found by Stieltjes [52] in 1885 while working with interacting line charges.
Replicating the arrangement of Stieltjes line charges, we may place N identical point vortices
along a line in the unbounded plane such that they rotate as a rigid body. The positions
of the vortices that enable this rigid body rotation, or relative equilibria, are given by the
roots of the N’th Hermite polynomial. A short slice of the dynamics for N = 4 and N = 6
identical point vortices placed at the roots of the N’th Hermite polynomial is shown in
Figures 4.1a and 4.1b. The red line in both figures traces out the N’th Hermite polynomial,
the round cyan markers show the initial positions of the N vortices of charge κ = 1 along
the x-axis, and the cyan line with arrows along it traces out the corresponding trajectory
of each vortex through time. It is instructive to see how this solution arises. For a detailed
derivation see [85]. The complex equation of motion for vortices in the plane is

ż∗i =
1

2πi

N∑
j,i

Γ j

zi − z j
. (4.22)
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Figure 4.1: Rigid body rotation equilibria positions for point vortices as the roots of
Polynomials. (a): Four point vortices of equal strength and circulation sit at the four roots
of of the fourth Hermite Polynomial, H4(x). (b): Six point vortices of equal strength and
circulation sit at the six roots of of the sixth Hermite Polynomial, H6(x). (c): Eight point
vortices of equal strength and circulation rotate as a rigid body around a point-vortex situated
at the origin with the same circulation but six times the strength. The roots of the fourth
generalised Laguerre polynomial of degree (6 − 1/2) as a function of x2, L(6−1/2)

(4) (x2), gives
the equilibria positions for the eight vortices. The κ = 6 vortex sits at the origin.

If the vortices are to rotate as a rigid body, each vortex must rotate at the same frequency
with the position of each vortex given by zi(t) = zi(0)eiΩt where Ω is the angular frequency
of rotation. By substituting this ansatz into the equation of motion, we are left with

− iΩz∗i (0) =
1

2πi

N∑
j,i

Γ j

zi(0) − z j(0)
. (4.23)

We may choose the initial configuration of vortices to all have circulation strength Γi = 1, to
lie along the x-axis, and subsume the initial time dependence so that the equation of motion
becomes

Λxi =

N∑
j,i

1
xi − x j

, (4.24)

where Λ = 2πΩ. Assuming that the positions of the vortices are given by the roots of the
polynomial

P(x) = (x − x1)(x − x2)(x − x3)....(x − xN), (4.25)
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we note the properties

P′ = P
N∑

i=1

1
x − xi

, P′′ = P
N∑

i, j=1

′ 1
x − xi

1
x − x j

, (4.26)

where the apostrophe denotes the derivative and the sum on the prime denotes i , j. Since
xi , x j, the second derivative can be written as

P′′ = P
N∑

i, j=1

′
[

1
x − xi

−
1

x − x j

]
1

xi − x j
(4.27)

= 2P
N∑

i, j=1

′ 1
x − xi

1
xi − x j

(4.28)

= 2P
N∑

i=1

xi

x − xi
. (4.29)

Using this, the relation between the derivatives of the polynomials becomes

P′′ = 2P
N∑

i=1

xi

x − xi
= −2NP + 2xP′, (4.30)

which is the differential equation satisfied by the Nth Hermite polynomial. Since the Nth
Hermite polynomial is the unique solution to this differential equation and for Λ = 1 the
equation of motion given in Eq. (4.24) is of the same form, the roots of the Nth Hermite
polynomial also give the positions of the N identical vortices placed along a line that ensures
rigid body rotation.

Taking the previous result of N vortices along a line in a plane and placing an extra
vortex in the line at the origin but with a different strength of circulation, further connections
can be made to orthogonal polynomials. The total number of vortices is then given by
N = 2n − 1. If the vortex at the origin has the circulation κo, then for rigid body rotation the
equilibria positions of the vortices not at the origin are given by the roots of the generalized
Laguerre polynomial, L(κo−1/2)

(n) (x2) [53]. An example of this rigid body rotation is shown in
Figure 4.1c, with N = 9 and κo = 6.

In correspondence to N identical point vortices along a line exhibiting rigid body rotation,
If κo = 1, then we find that L(1/2)

(n) (x2) is proportional to H2n+1(x), and if κo = 0 we find that
L(−1/2)

(n) (x2) is proportional to H2n(x).

Extending this result, we again place N vortices of equal charge and circulation along a
line, but this time take N → ∞. In this limit, the zeros of the Hermite polynomials become
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equally spaced. Physically this is often used to model a vortex sheet. Placing one vortex at
the origin with a different strength of circulation in between the infinite line of vortices, the
vortices will no longer be evenly spaced. The solution of the correct spacing for the line
of vortices to ensure rigid body rotation is then given by the zeros of the Bessel function
Jp−1/2(x) [53]. The linear stability analysis of these configurations is reviewed in Ref [53].

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.2: Stationary equilibria of vortices in the plane generated from pairs of Alder-Moser
Polynomials. The red crosses are positive vortices, the blue bars are negative vortices and
the small black crosses are centres of the rigid body rotation. Figure is adapted from Aref et
al. 2003, Ref [86]

More generally considering solutions in the whole plane, the famous case of the N-vortex
polygon was first studied by Thompson [50]. The N-vortex polygon, or vortex N-gon in the
literature, is a symmetric arrangement of N vortices of the same charge κ at the vertices of a
regular polygon in the plane. The vortices do not remain stationary but precess around their
common geometric centre. The vortices are in relative equilibria, as the system precesses
but the vortices remained fixed relative to each other. For 6 ≤ N, the polygon was found
to be linearly stable, and for all N ≥ 8, the vortex N-gon was found to be unstable. It took
over a century to resolve the stability of the N = 7 case, which required the inclusion of
non-linear terms in the stability analysis [87, 88].

To find the general equilibria of vortices in the plane, we may extend the technique
used previously to find equilibria of same charge vortices along a line in the plane. The
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polynomial now becomes

P(z) = (z − z1)(z − z2)(z − z3)....(z − zN+
), (4.31)

which has the vortices with positive charge as it’s roots and

Q(z) = (z − z1)(z − z2)(z − z3)....(z − zN−), (4.32)

which correspondingly has the vortices with negative charge as it’s roots. After using the
complex equation of motion for point vortices in the plane (Eq. (4.22)) and deriving the
relations between the derivatives of the polynomials [85], the generating polynomial is

P′′Q + PQ′′ = 2P′Q′, (4.33)

which is known as Tkachenko’s equation.

It is known that the Adler-Moser polynomials [89] are solutions to the Tkachenko
equation. These polynomials were first used as rational solutions of the soliton Korteweg-de
Vries equation, which models waves on shallow water surfaces [90], with their relation
to point vortices being found later [91]. In the plane, the only configurations of vortices
that translate uniformly without a change in relative positions are configurations in which
the number of positive and negative vortices are independently triangular numbers. If the
number of positive and negative vortices is given by N+ and N− respectively, then stationary
equilibria can only be found when (N+ − N−)2 = N+ + N−. By denoting (N+ − N−) = n, so
that the total number of vortices is given by N = N+ + N− = n2, and then solving for N+ and
N−, we find that

N+ =
1
2

n(n + 1), N− =
1
2

n(n − 1), n = 1, 2, 3... (4.34)

Four examples of the stationary equilibria generated from solutions of the Alder-Moser
polynomials are shown in Figure 4.2. It was originally claimed that the Alder-Moser
polynomials gave unique solutions to the Tkachenko equation, but work by Demina et
al. [92] shows that there are other solutions. In an earlier work [93], Demina et al. also find
the equilibria for point vortices by using the polynomials that arise from solutions of the
Sawada-Kotera and Kaup-Kupershmidt equations.

Finding vortex equilibria in the bounded domain has seen significantly less progress.
Thomson’s vortex N-gon has been considered inside the circular domain [94, 95], but only
for all vortices of the same charge. Bartsch et al. [96] find the stationary positions for
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N vortices of alternating charge κ along a line through a bounded domain that has axial
reflection symmetry where the domain does not have to be simply connected.

Recently Kuhl [97] has devised a method for finding the equilibria for the N-vortex-
problem in a general bounded domain under topological and geometric assumptions. In the
simply connected domain, Kuhl finds the stationary solutions for N vortices along a line
passing through the domain, such that the charge κi is alternating along the line, and that the
absolute value of the charge |κ| is increasing along the line.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: Vortices placed at the vertices of a regular hexagon inside the circular domain.
(a): An example of the N-gon inside the disk. The charge identical for all vortices. (b): An
example of the necklace state, in which the charge is of the same strength but alternating
circulation.

We refer to the arrangement of N point vortices inside the circular domain of alternating
charge ((−1)nκn), but same strength [|κi| = |κ j| ∀ (i, j) ∈ N], whose vortices sit at the vertices
of the regular N-polygon, as the necklace state. A comparison of the N-gon and necklace
state inside the disk is shown for the hexagon in Figure 4.3.

A different line of research more closely tied to atomic BEC experiments uses the
vortex particle method. Instead of modelling the simply connected domain with a hard
wall by using image vortex terms to eliminate flow across the boundary, the vortex particle
model is designed to simulate the parabolic pancake like trap often used in quasi-2D BEC
experiments. The BEC can be characterised by Ω = ωr/ωz, the ratio of the in-plane and
out of plane trapping frequencies, and µ the chemical potential. For large values of µ (the
Thomas-Fermi limit) in a system where

∑N
n=1 κn = 0, the point-vortex model may be used,

as the large size of the system leads to the vortex cores playing no role in the dynamics. The
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point-vortex model used still has the same vortex-vortex interaction sum, but now each of
the vortices is given a precessional motion term which is dependent on the vortex charge,
the density of the BEC at the centre of the trap, and the distance of the vortex from the
centre.

Using the vortex particle method, Barry et al. [98], find the necklace state for N = 2, 4, 6
and provide a stability analysis for N > 6. They show that the N = 4 necklace state
(quadrupole/square) is spectrally stable in the limit of large µ, but that for lower values
instabilities may arise. They show that the N = 4 necklace state (quadrupole/square) is
spectrally stable in the limit of large µ, but that for lower values instabilities may arise.
They also explicitly give the eigenvalues from linear stability analysis that show that the
necklace N = 6 state (hexagon/hexapole) is unstable and provide a formula from linear
stability analysis to numerically calculate the eigenvalues for the N > 6 necklace states,
which they calculate to be unstable. They conjecture that the number of distinct pairs of real
eigenvalues for the necklace state for N ≥ 6 is N/2 − 2. In a later work [43], they provide a
modified Tkachenko equation to generate the stationary equilibria of point vortices of an
alternating sign in the limit of large µ for vortices in a precessing trap with the frequency set
to unity, since the equilibria do not rotate

P′′Q + PQ′′ = 2P′Q′ + 2(n+ + n−)PQ− 2x(PQ)′ + 4iPQ

 n+∑
j=1

y j

z − z j
+

n−∑
j=1

ν j

z − z j

 , (4.35)

where y and ν are positions in the y-direction of the positive and negatively charged vortices
respectively. This equation can be used to derive the necklace in the vortex particle method
(parabolic trap).

The dipole or N = 2 necklace state has been theoretically and experimentally studied
in the harmonic and disk trap [32, 35]. Non-stationary necklace states where N ≥ 6 have
been simulated in the GPE, spontaneously emerging from unstable dark soliton rings by a
symmetry breaking bifurcation [42]. The necklace state for larger N has also been found
by directly minimising an error norm for the stationary Gross-Pitaevskii equation, and the
necklace state for N ≥ 6 is shown to be unstable [40, 99]. The necklace state for N = 4 in
the parabolic trap has been found to be dynamically stable except for a small window of
values of µ [35, 40, 99].

In this work, we find the vortex equilibria for the necklace state directly solving the
point-vortex model with vortex image terms creating the boundary condition for a hard
wall trap. We show the connection between the necklace state and the simple generating
function related to the metallic means. We compare perturbations to the necklace state in
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2⇡(n � 1)/N

Figure 4.4: Schematic of five dipoles (N = 10) evenly spaced around the origin. The
first vortex n1 has a negative charge, and each successive vortex has an alternate sign to
the previous vortex. R is the radius of the disk and d is the distance from the origin to
each vortex. The angle of the nth vortex with respect to the x axis is the argument of zn,
2π(n − 1)/N.

the point-vortex model and the GPE with a hard wall disk trap.

4.3 The Necklace State

We seek to find the radially symmetric stationary solution of an arbitrary number of point-
vortex dipoles in the disk. By exploiting the symmetry of the disk, the equation of motion
for only one vortex is needed. We denote the position of each vortex in the disk as

zn = dNei2π(n−1)/N (4.36)

where n = 1, 2, 3... is the vortex number, dN is the radial distance from the origin, and
N is the total number of vortices which is always an even integer. The charge of each
vortex is given by κn = eiπn so that the charges alternate between negative and positive. A
representative example with N = 10 is shown in Figure 4.4. By placing the vortex locations
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into the equation of motion (Eq. (4.21)) for the first vortex

ż∗1 = −iγ

 N∑
n=2

κn

z1 − zn
−

N∑
n=1

κnz∗n
R2 − z∗nz1

 , (4.37)

(where γ absorbs the circulation for simplicity) and then setting the change in position of
the first vortex to zero, we have the equation to find the stationary positions of N dipoles in
the disk

0 =

N∑
n=2

κn

z1 − zn
−

N∑
n=1

κnz∗n
R2 − z∗nz1

. (4.38)

By recognising that the first vortex always sits on the x-axis and hence has a phase of zero,
we may substitute z1 with dN

0 =

N∑
n=2

κn

dN − zn
−

N∑
n=1

κnz∗n
R2 − z∗ndN

, (4.39)

and substitute in the modulus and argument of zn

0 =

N∑
n=2

κn

dN − dNei2π(n−1)/N −

N∑
n=1

κndNe−i2π(n−1)/N

R2 − dNe−i2π(n−1)/NdN
. (4.40)

Next we pull out factors and split the equation into the two separate sums

S 1 =

N∑
n=2

κn

1 − ei2π(n−1)/N , S 2 = −

(
dN

R

)2 N∑
n=1

κne−i2π(n−1)/N

1 − (dN/R)2e−i2π(n−1)/N , (4.41)

where S 1 gives the contributions from each vortex, and S 2 gives the contributions from
the vortex images. Both sums are non-trivial to perform. For the detailed procedure see
Appendix B.1 for S 1 and Appendix B.2 for S 2. The results are

S 1 =
1
2
, (4.42)

and

S 2 =
N(R/dN)N

1 − (R/dN)2N . (4.43)
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Combining S 1 and S 2, Eq. (4.41) becomes

1
2

+
N(R/dN)N

1 − (R/dN)2N = 0, (4.44)

or in terms of x = (R/dN)N

x2 − 2Nx − 1 = 0, (4.45)

and the positive root yields

x = N +
√

N2 + 1, (4.46)

which gives the solution

dN =
R[

N +
√

N2 + 1
]1/N , (4.47)

for the radial distance from the origin of the evenly spaced vortices of alternating sign. It is
important to note that this result for the necklace state holds for any charge (κ ∈ R) such
that |κn| = κ for all vortices n in in the point-vortex model.

4.4 Generalized Golden Ratio: The Metallic Mean

The golden ratio ϕ, also known as the golden mean, is the positive root of the quadratic
equation

ϕ2 − ϕ − 1 = 0, (4.48)

with solution ϕ = (1 +
√

5)/2. Euclid defined the golden ratio in terms of the extreme and
mean ratio on a line segment [100]. Geometrically the golden ratio is obtained from this
line segment as shown in Figure 4.5 by the ratios

ϕ =
BC
AB

=
AC
BC

=
1 + ϕ

ϕ
. (4.49)

This recursion relation of the golden ratio being defined in terms of itself leads naturally
to expressing the golden ratio as a continued fraction

ϕ = 1 +
1

1 + 1
1+ 1

1+..

. (4.50)
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10 1 + 1.618...

φA B C

Figure 4.5: A line segment with length one plus the golden ratio.

A generalisation of the golden ratio was introduced by de Spinadel [101,102]1, in which the
continued fraction for ϕ becomes the 1st metallic mean Φ1 where

Φn = n +
1

n + 1
n+ 1

n+..

=
n +
√

n2 + 4
2

, (4.52)

and n ∈ N. The generating polynomial for the n-th metallic mean Φn is

Φ2
n − nΦn − 1 = 0. (4.53)

The first few metallic means have names, which are the identity (one) for the 0th metallic
mean, the golden ratio for the 1st metallic mean, and the silver and bronze means for the 2nd

and 3rd ratio respectively. The first 13 metallic means to 3 decimal places are given in Table
4.1.

Table 4.1: First 13 Metallic Means to 3 Decimal Places
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 +
√

4
2

1 +
√

5
2

2 +
√

8
2

3 +
√

13
2

4 +
√

20
2

5 +
√

29
2

6 +
√

40
2

1 1.618 2.414 3.302 4.236 5.192 6.162

n 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

7 +
√

53
2

8 +
√

68
2

9 +
√

85
2

10 +
√

104
2

11 +
√

125
2

12 +
√

148
2

13 +
√

173
2

7.140 8.123 9.109 10.099 11.090 12.082 13.076

1A further generalisation can be made to the metallic mean [102], by using the generating polynomial

Φ2
(n,m) − nΦ(n,m) − m = 0, (4.51)

where m ∈ N. However this will not feature in what follows.
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The metallic mean has similar interesting properties to the golden ratio, namely that the
nth metallic mean is equal to n plus the reciprocal of the metallic mean

Φn = n +
1

Φn
, (4.54)

and that correspondingly the nth metallic mean raised to the m’th power is equal to

Φm
n = nΦm−1

n + Φm−2
n . (4.55)

The necklace state solution can be expressed using the metallic means. In our solution for
the radial distance of vortices from the origin the polynomial was

x2 − 2Nx − 1 = 0. (4.56)

The radial distance of the vortices in the necklace state is then given by the Nth root of the
(2N)(th) metallic mean

dN =
R2N + 1

2N+ 1
2N+ 1

2N+..

1/N =
R

N√
Φ2N

, (4.57)

so that the positions of the vortices in the necklace state is given by

zn = dNei2π(n−1)/N . (4.58)

We note here a few interesting geometric properties of the necklace state. It is plain to see
that the product of the distances from the origin to each vortex in the necklace state is given
by R/Φ2N , and the product of the distances from the origin to each image vortex is given by
RΦ2N . The product of the distances from any vortex zα to all of the other vortices zn is given
by

N∏
zn=1
zn,zα

(zn − zα) = N
(

R
N√

Φ2N

)(N−1)

= NRN−1
N√

Φ2N

Φ2N
, (4.59)

and quite remarkably the product of the distances from any vortex zα to all the images
vortices zim

n is given by
N∏

zn=1

(zim
n − zα) = 2NRN , (4.60)

which in the case of the unit disk simply reduces to 2N. The product of the distance from
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any vortex to all the other vortices and the images is given by 2N2R2N−1
N√

Φ2N
Φ2N

.
It is interesting to note here the connections between the stationary states of vortices,

the roots of generating polynomials, continued fractions and the generalised golden ratio.
Stieltjes was one of the first to find the connection between the equilibria positions of point
vortices and the roots of a polynomial, which we presented in section 4.2 and Figure 4.1.
His result from 1885 [52] began a subfield of vortex dynamics, with many works searching
for equilibria in the N-vortex problem, the stability of the N-gon, and later equilibria
and stability analysis in the bounded domain. Among making many other important
mathematical contributions, Stieltjes was also influential in the study of continued fractions,
often being called “the father of the analytic theory of continued fractions” [103].

The necklace state contains an even number point vortices of alternating charge at
the vertices of a regular N-gon inside the circular domain. The vertices of the N-gon are
at a distance from the origin of the Nth root of the 2Nth metallic mean Φ2N , which is a
generalized version of the golden ratio as a continued fraction. Thus a connection has been
made, between point vortices and the roots of polynomials, and continued fractions and the
metallic means.
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Chapter 5

Numerical Analysis of the Necklace
State

The necklace state is at best locally stable as the stationary positions are local maxima of
system energy. However, we found that a linear stability analysis of the necklace state in
the point-vortex model is inadequate to determine the precise conditions of stability. A
non-linear stability analysis is required to systematically verify the stability of the necklace
state which is beyond the scope of the present work.

Due to finite core size and boundary effects, the predicted stationary necklace state
positions from the point-vortex model are not the same as the stationary positions in a BEC.
Since the stationary necklace states are metastable, and hence are not ground states, they
cannot be found by standard imaginary time propagation of the GPE. A pathway for finding
exact high energy stationary solutions of the GPE would be some form of conjugate gradient
method, with appropriate constraints (e.g. vortex number, angular momentum). Such an
approach is numerically challenging and beyond the scope of the present work.

Here our aim is simply to test the validity of the point-vortex solutions for Bose-Einstein
condensates by carrying out GPE evolution from the point-vortex initial state. For particular
systems under investigation, a numerical ansatz is proposed to correct the point-vortex
necklace state initial positions to account for the finite core size and boundary corrections.
These corrections are tested with GPE simulations. We also test the approach of using
the point-vortex regime to model the GPE simulations by increasing the system size for
particular initial perturbations.

Although the necklace state is in general unstable, for low numbers of vortices the
system may remain quasi-stable for experimentally realisable time scales. In Figure 5.1 we

63
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Figure 5.1: Vortex trajectories of point-vortex simulations of the N = 4 and N = 6 necklace
states initially perturbed randomly and evolved for t̃ = 50, 000. The cyan and lime circles
mark the positions of the positively and negatively charged vortices respectively at the
initial state, and the cyan and lime diamonds mark out the positions of the positively and
negatively charged vortices respectively at the final state. The violet and green circles make
the positions of the positively and negatively charged vortices respectively at the final time.
(a): The N = 4 necklace state randomly perturbed by a maximum value of 10% of the radius
of the disk. (b): The N = 6 necklace state randomly perturbed by a maximum value of 20%
of the radius of the disk.

present two random perturbations from the necklace state given by the equation

{zn =

N∑
n=1

dNe2πi(n−1)/N + R(Pae2πib)|a, b ∈ Rand[0, 1]}. (5.1)

In Figure 5.1a the N = 4 necklace state in the point-vortex model has been perturbed
randomly by a maximum value of 20% (P = 0.2) of the radius of the disk and evolved for
t̃ = 50, 000. The trajectories of the vortices are chaotic but remain within a banded ring
centred around the origin. In Figure 5.1b, smaller random perturbations of a maximum
value of 10% (P = 0.1) of the radius of the disk are made to the N = 6 necklace state in
the point-vortex model with the vortex trajectories also remaining within a banded ring
around the origin after simulation duration t̃ = 50, 000. For larger perturbations of each
system and extremely small perturbations to states with vortex number N > 6, chaos ensues
and the observed trajectories become ergodic. The banded trajectories shown in Figure 5.1
suggest that even though the precise trajectories of the vortices are chaotic, when looking at
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the system at a snapshot in time the vortices are still roughly near the initial necklace state
modulo a rotation about the origin.

In this chapter, we demonstrate the stability of the necklace state under evolution in
the point-vortex model and show that the same initial conditions do not remain stationary
under GPE evolution for a BEC. We propose a correction ansatz to account for the finite
core size and boundary effects and test it by simulation using the GPE. We then show
some perturbations to the necklace state in the point-vortex model and later compare
perturbations between the point-vortex model and simulation under the GPE with the same
initial conditions. Finally, specific perturbations that give rise to interesting dynamics that
are periodic in nature are shown and compared between the point-vortex model, the GPE
with the same initial conditions and the GPE with the finite core and boundary effects
corrections ansatz applied.

5.1 Numerical Setup

Numerically we solve the GPE equation outlined in section 2.3.3, but for the purpose of
discussion we proceed with dimensional units. We constructed the disk shaped hard-wall
external potential

Vext(x, y) =

0, if
√

x2 + y2 < R

5µ, otherwise

where R is the radius of the trap. The total dimensions of the system were 128ξ × 128ξ
with 512 grid points in each direction. Each simulation was started with a fixed number of
particles in the external potential Ṽext and evolved with imaginary time in order to find the
ground state of the system. The wavefunction ansatz for the system is given by

ψ(r) =
√
ρ0

N∏
n=1

f (r − rn)eiϕ(r), (5.2)

The density profile of a single vortex in a homogeneous condensate was numerically solved
using Chebyshev polynomials. This approach allows the density profile to calculated to any
desired accuracy. For a necklace state with well separated vortices, the solutions for the
density profile of a single vortex may be multiplied together to create the density profile of
the necklace state that gives a good approximation to the true solution. By phase imprinting
and using the exact solution for the density profile of the vortices composing the necklace,
imaginary time evolution is not required to damp out acoustic energy. The location of each
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vortex in the necklace state is given by

rn = dN[cos (2π(n − 1)/N), sin (2π(n − 1)/N)], (5.3)

which is used to centre the imprinting of the vortex density profile onto ground state
condensate at each vortex location. The phase that is imprinted onto the ground state
condensate for the necklace state is given by

ϕ(x, y) =

N∑
n=1

eiπ(n−1)
[

arctan
(

y − dN sin (2π(n − 1)/N)
x − dN cos (2π(n − 1)/N)

)
−

arctan
(

y − (R2/d∗N) sin (2π(n − 1)/N)
x − (R2/d∗N) cos (2π(n − 1)/N)

) ]
,

(5.4)

from which it is clear x and y are dimensionless. The second arctan term in the phase imprint-
ing accounts for the image vortices. The GPE was solved using pseudo-spectral methods in
the Julia programming language [76]. The DifferentialEquations.jl package [77] with the
Tsit5 [78] algorithm was used. Vortices were detected by using the VortexDistrubutions.jl
package [79].

The equation of motion for the point-vortex model used is given in Chapter 4.1 (Eq.
(4.21)). The characteristic length used for the point-vortex model is the same length used
for the GPE simulations in this thesis, ξ. The dimensionless unit of time used for the
point-vortex model is t̃ = t0/t, where

t0 =
R2m
~
, (5.5)

is the fundamental unit of time, R is the radius of the disk, and m is the mass of the particles
making up the fluid.

5.2 Stationary states

To begin we start with the N = 12 necklace state in a large disk of radius R = 90. This
larger radius was chosen to maximise the distance between each vortex and the boundaries,
minimising finite vortex core size and boundary effects. The density current of the N = 12
stationary necklace state is presented in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.3 shows the N = 12 necklace state having evolved under the the point-vortex
model in Figure 5.3a and GPE in Figure 5.3b, both for a duration of t̃ = 1, 000. The vortices
in point-vortex model remain stationary throughout time, whereas the vortices under time
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Figure 5.2: Particle current of the N = 12 stationary necklace state where |J| =
√

Jx
2 + Jx

2,
Jx = vx|ψ|

2, Jy = vy|ψ|
2, and vx, vy are the velocity fields.
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Figure 5.3: The N = 12 necklace state in a disk of radius R = 90 with after simulation
duration t̃ = 1, 000. (a): Point Vortex simulation of the N = 12 necklace state. This state
was found to be stationary. (b): GPE simulation of the N = 12 necklace state. This state
was found to be non-stationary.

evolution in the GPE are non-stationary. Figure 5.3b shows the non-stationary trajectory of
the first vortex in the GPE simulation. We propose a change in the initial GPE simulation
conditions to find the true stationary position.

With the vortex cores well separated, the change to the velocity field due to the density
depletion near the cores may be neglected. The finite boundary condition in the BEC
introduces a correction to the necklace state positions, as the condensate must transition
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from the homogeneous background density to zero density at the boundary over the length
scale of a healing length, inducing a shift in the velocity field. An ansatz for the boundary
correction is

bN =
π

2 log (R − dN)
, (5.6)

so that the stationary GPE ansatz for the necklace state in a BEC is then given by

zn = dN − bNei2π(n−1)/N . (5.7)

To verify this ansatz the parameter space of perturbations from the point-vortex model
necklace state was explored. GPE simulations for the N = [4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 24] necklace
states were run for the R = 45 trap, with perturbations from the point-vortex necklace state
of 0.1ξ over the interval of −1ξ to 1ξ.
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Figure 5.4: GPE perturbations of the N = 4 and N = 6 necklace states in disks of radius
R = 45ξ. For clarity, only the trajectories closest to the GPE stationary ansatz (Eq. 5.7) for
the first vortex in each system are presented. The yellow marker gives the position of the
stationary ansatz for the GPE, and the purple marker gives the predicted stationary position
from the point-vortex model. (a): Vortex trajectories for perturbations of the N = 4 necklace.
(b): Vortex trajectories for perturbations of the N = 6 necklace.

Figure 5.4 shows the results of GPE perturbations from the predicted stationary state
in the point-vortex model. In Figure 5.4a the stationary GPE ansatz (Eq. 5.7) predicts a
stationary position of z1 = 26.115 + 0i, a shift radially inwards of 0.54ξ. The stationary
GPE ansatz position marked by the yellow circle is encircled by the GPE trajectories of
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the vortices that were perturbed from the point-vortex predicted stationary point by −0.4ξ,
−0.5ξ and −0.6ξ, shown in red, sky blue, and green respectively. The GPE trajectory of the
first vortex perturbed inwards by −0.5ξ from the point-vortex model prediction stays within
a range of 0.1ξ from the stationary ansatz prediction over duration t̃ = 2, 000.

Figure 5.4b shows the same GPE perturbations from the point-vortex prediction for the
N = 6 necklace state. The stationary GPE ansatz (Eq. 5.7) marked by the yellow circle,
predicts a stationary position of z1 = 29.131 + 0i, a radial shift inwards of 0.576ξ. The
GPE trajectory of the first vortex perturbed inwards by −0.6ξ from the point-vortex model
prediction stays within a range of 0.1ξ from the stationary ansatz prediction over duration
t̃ = 2, 000.
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Figure 5.5: GPE perturbations of the N = 8 and N = 10 necklace states in disks of radius
R = 45ξ. For clarity, only the trajectories closest to the GPE stationary ansatz for the first
vortex in each system are presented. The yellow marker gives the position of the stationary
ansatz for the GPE, and the purple marker gives the predicted stationary position from the
point-vortex model. (a): Vortex trajectories for perturbations of the N = 8 necklace. (b):
Vortex trajectories for perturbations of the N = 10 necklace.

Figure 5.5 again show the stationary GPE ansatz (Eq. 5.7) predicting a position encircled
by all GPE perturbations from the point-vortex model prediction. In Figure 5.5a the
stationary GPE ansatz predicts a shift radially inwards of 0.609ξ for the N = 8 necklace
state, and in Figure 5.5b the stationary GPE ansatz predicts a shift radially inwards of 0.64ξ
for the N = 10 necklace state. In both figures, the GPE perturbation of −0.6ξ from the
point-vortex model shown in sky blue tightly encircles the stationary ansatz position over a
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duration of t̃ = 2, 000.
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Figure 5.6: GPE perturbations of the N = 12 and N = 24 necklace states in disks of radius
R = 45ξ. For clarity, only the trajectories closest to the GPE stationary ansatz for the first
vortex in each system are presented. The yellow marker gives the position of the stationary
ansatz for the GPE, and the purple marker gives the predicted stationary position from the
point-vortex model. (a): Vortex trajectories for perturbations of the N = 12 necklace. (b):
Vortex trajectories for perturbations of the N = 24 necklace. The −0.7ξ, −0.8ξ and −0.9ξ
GPE perturbations are shown in dark cyan, magenta, and green respectively.

In Figure 5.6a, the stationary GPE ansatz for the N = 12 necklace state predicts a shift
radially inwards of 0.669ξ. This position is closely encircled by the GPE perturbation of
−0.6ξ from the point-vortex model prediction. However, at late time the GPE perturbation
from the point-vortex model of −0.3ξ shown in red begins to become unstable. This
particular perturbation has the largest distance from the stationary ansatz prediction.

In Figure 5.6b the GPE perturbations to the N = 24 necklace state are shown. In this
figure, the −0.7ξ, −0.8ξ and −0.9ξ GPE perturbations are shown. The stationary GPE ansatz
predicts a shift radially inwards of 0.826ξ. In this figure, the total simulation duration is
only t̃ = 500 due to the system rapidly becoming unstable. For the short initial period of
time, the stationary GPE ansatz gives a position encircled by the perturbed trajectories.

For necklace states with N > 24, the GPE trajectories become unstable on increasing
shorter time scales. We emphasise that the stationary GPE ansatz has only been tested for
the specific system used here. Its validity outside of our regime remains untested. However,
in the work that follows it becomes useful when initialising periodic vortex states.
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5.3 Perturbations

We begin this section by showing some basic perturbations to the necklace state in the
point-vortex model. The following perturbations are large, but they all preserve the angular
momentum I, which is given by

I = γ

N∑
i

κi|zi|
2. (5.8)
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Figure 5.7: Large angular momentum conserving perturbations to the point-vortex necklace
state. (a): Point-vortex simulation of the N = 6 necklace state radially perturbed outwards
by 10ξ. (b): Point-vortex simulation of the N = 6 necklace state radially perturbed inwards
by 10ξ.

Figure 5.7 shows two perturbations of the same magnitude to the N = 6 necklace state.
In Figure 5.7a the N = 6 necklace state has been radially perturbed outwards by 10ξ with the
resulting vortex trajectories having a period of t̃ ≈ 1, 200. In Figure 5.7b the N = 6 necklace
state has been radially perturbed inwards by 10ξ with the resulting vortex trajectories having
a period of t̃ ≈ 1, 520. From empirical observation, we propose the ansatz that each vortex
traces out the curve given by the parameterisation cn(t) =

[
a1eit − a2 cos (t)e−it

]
zn.

In Figure 5.8, perturbations to necklace states of two different numbers of vortices are
shown which both result in periodic trajectories. In Figure 5.8a the N = 8 necklace state
has been radially perturbed outwards by 10ξ with the resulting vortex trajectories having
a period of t̃ ≈ 712. In Figure 5.8b the N = 32 necklace state has been radially perturbed
outwards by 3ξ with the resulting vortex trajectories having a period of t̃ ≈ 262.

We now present a simple perturbation to the necklace state that conserves angular
momentum and we compare the result between the point-vortex simulation and GPE
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Figure 5.8: Large angular momentum conserving perturbations to the point-vortex necklace
state. (a): Point-vortex simulation of the N = 8 necklace state radially perturbed outwards
by 10ξ. (b): Point-vortex simulation of the N = 32 necklace state radially perturbed
outwards by 3ξ.
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Figure 5.9: The N = 24 necklace state. The GPE and point-vortex model simulation both
had a duration of t̃ = 1, 000.(a): GPE simulation of the N = 24 necklace state perturbed
inwards by 4ξ radially symmetrically in the hard-wall disk trap. (b): Point-vortex simulation
of the N = 24 necklace state perturbed inwards by 4ξ radially symmetrically.

simulation. In Figure 5.9 we perturb the N = 24 necklace state radially inwards by 4ξ, with
the point-vortex simulation in Figure 5.9a and the GPE simulation shown in Figure 5.9b.
The perturbed necklace state performs symmetric periodic oscillations in both simulations
with a period of oscillation t̃ ≈ 433.
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Figure 5.10: Point-vortex and GPE simulation. The point-vortex simulation trajectories
are plotted with the solid lines, while the trajectories from the GPE simulation are shown
with a scatter plot. The positive charged vortices have been perturbed radially outwards by
4ξ and the negatively charged vortices radially inwards by 4ξ. (a): N = 8 with R = 45 and
simulation duration t̃ = 2, 200. (b): N = 8 with R = 90 and simulation duration t̃ = 8,800.

An interesting perturbation to the necklace state is

zn =

N∑
n=1

[
dN + pN(−1)n] e2πi(n−1)/N , (5.9)

which alternates the radial perturbation inwards and outwards, so that vortices of opposite
charge are perturbed in radially opposite directions.

In Figure 5.10, we see the dynamics of the same sign alternating perturbation to the
N = 8 necklace with p8 = 4 and p8 = 8 for Figure 5.10a and 5.10b respectively. Figure
5.10a shows this perturbation evolved for t̃ = 2, 000 in both the point-vortex model and
GPE simulation for a disk of radius R = 45. The solid lines trace out the trajectories of the
vortices under evolution in the point-vortex model, and the closely scattered points trace out
the trajectories of the vortices under evolution in the GPE simulation. The cyan and lime
circles mark out the initial starting positions of the charge 1 and -1 vortices respectively in
both the point-vortex and GPE simulation. The trajectories of the vortices from point-vortex
simulation and GPE simulation both initially trace out similar trajectories, but diverge at a
sudden change in direction.

In order to study the effect of the boundary correction and vortex finite core size, the
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same simulation was run again in the point-vortex model and GPE but with a larger size
of disk R = 90. The magnitude of the perturbation was doubled as the size of the disk had
been doubled. Figure 5.10b shows the result of the point-vortex and GPE simulation after
duration t̃ = 8, 800. The vortex trajectories from the GPE are now in better agreement with
the trajectories from the point-vortex model. This result is consistent with the expectation
that as the healing length decreases relative to the system size, the GPE vortex trajectories
should approach the point-vortex model.
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Figure 5.11: N = 6 bow-star trajectory perturbed from the necklace state by Eq. 5.10.
(a): Point Vortex simulation with duration t̃ = 20, 000. (b): GPE simulation with duration
t̃ = 3, 260.

We now present a more complicated perturbation that shows a periodic trajectory
distinct from the previous periodic systems. An example is shown in Figure 5.11. Here the
perturbation has the form

zn =

N∑
n=1

[
dN + pNe(−1)(n−1)π/N

]
e2πi(n−1)/N , (5.10)

where for N = 6 the value of p6 is 4.003038160663878, which was obtained by a process of
trial and error. The point-vortex simulation in Figure 5.11a resulting from this perturbation
produces a regular motion of period t̃ ≈ 11, 580. The negatively charged vortices trace out
a six-pointed star and the positively charged vortices create a bow around the vertices of
the star. However, the GPE simulation in Figure 5.11b traces out a shape with the same
”star” points and ”bows” but each vortex rotates around the origin before tracing out the
next star point or bow. In this work we only evolve the GPE simulation long enough to see
the trajectories diverging from the point-vortex model.
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This value of pN hints at an analytical solution for the periodic trajectory lurking in an
alternating perturbation to the necklace state. With a slight change in p6, this trajectory
deteriorates in both the point-vortex model and GPE simulations. A closed form analytical
solution for the precise value of p6 giving rise to this ”bow-star” state is underway in
ongoing work.
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Figure 5.12: N = 8 necklace state with the ”bow-star” perturbation given in Eq. 5.10 (a):
Point Vortex simulation with duration t̃ = 25, 000. (b): GPE simulation with duration
t̃ = 3, 240.

Creating the necklace state with same perturbation from Eq. 5.10 but with N = 8 shows
the almost periodicity of the state. Here, p8 is now equal to 4.022725. Figure 5.12a shows
the point-vortex simulation which has a period of t̃ ≈ 10, 825. The negatively charged
vortices trace out an eight-pointed star and the positively charged vortices create a bow
around each star point. In the GPE simulation shown in Figure 5.12b, the negatively charged
vortices trace out a shape close to a four-pointed star, with the bows from the positively
charged vortices now in-between the stars. The trajectory is off resonance, as the shape
becomes rotationally shifted after the first period.

In section 5.2, the necklace state in the GPE was not found to agree with the predictions
of the necklace state from the point-vortex model. By observation, the stationary ansatz
was used to predict the necklace state in the GPE. We have observed that the bow-star
trajectory is different between the point-vortex and GPE simulations. Here, we adjust the
initial bow-star positions in the GPE by including the boundary correction ansatz (Eq. 5.6)

zn =

N∑
n=1

[
dN − bN + pNe(−1)(n−1)π/N

]
e2πi(n−1)/N . (5.11)
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Figure 5.13: Necklace states N = 6 and N = 8 with the bow-star perturbation given in Eq.
5.10 and boundary correction ansatz applied. (a): GPE simulation of the boundary corrected
N = 6 bow-star state with duration t̃ = 4, 280. (b): GPE simulation of the boundary
corrected N = 8 bow-star state with duration t̃ = 4, 045.

The results of this adjustment to the initial positions of the bow-star state predicted from the
point-vortex model are shown in Figure 5.13. In Figure 5.13a, the boundary corrected bow-
star in the GPE is shown after duration t̃ = 4, 280. The trajectory is now much closer to that
of the point-vortex trajectory in Figure 5.11a, with the vortices tracing out an off-resonance 6
pointed bow-star shape. In Figure 5.13b, the N = 8 boundary corrected bow-star in the GPE
is shown after duration t̃ = 4, 045. The trajectory is much closer to that of the point-vortex
trajectory in Figure 5.12a, with the vortices tracing out an off-resonance 8 pointed bow-star
shape.

The necklace state is at best locally stable as the stationary positions are local maxima
of system energy. A linear stability analysis of the necklace state in the point-vortex model
is inadequate to determine the precise conditions of stability. A non-linear stability analysis
is required to systematically verify the stability of the necklace state which is beyond the
scope of the present work. While the necklace state is in general unstable, we have shown
that there are specific perturbations that are periodic in nature as shown in Figures 5.11,
5.12, and 5.9. The closed form analytic solution for these trajectories remains to be found.
Nevertheless, the necklace state may be realised experimentally for low numbers of vortices.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary and Conclusions

In this work, we first investigated dipole phenomena in a box like trap with a change in
density. We found that in contrast to ordinary ray optics, Snell’s law for the quantum vortex
dipole is dependent on the local speed of sound, and the natural reference speed is determined
by the closest distance of approach for the vortices — the scale where the vortices lose their
topological character and form a Jones-Roberts soliton. While many features of ray optics
are observed, including total internal reflection, there are clear departures from ray optics
when the internal structure of the dipole becomes important. Most notably, due to transient
capture by the interface, the ordinary ray-like propagation breaks down near the critical
angle for total internal reflection due to the interaction between the dipole and the interface.
Despite this finite-size physics, Snell’s law governing the relationship between incoming
and outgoing asymptotic states is always satisfied. That this holds is seen as a consequence
of the approximate translational invariance of the interface and the lack of any appreciable
inelastic interaction with the interface.

Secondly, we investigated the stationary states of an arbitrary neutral number of vortices
of alternating sign arranged on a ring in the circular domain. This system is known as the
necklace states, which we showed can be expressed in terms of the metallic means. This
description of the necklace state results in a dramatically simpler expression for the necklace
state than the expression found for the parabolic trap [43]

We numerically simulated the necklace state with different initial perturbations in both
the point-vortex model and the GPE and gave a comparison of the results. However, due to
finite core size and compressibility at the boundary, the predicted stationary necklace state
positions from the point-vortex model are not the same as the stationary positions in the

77
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GPE. We gave an ansatz (Eq. 5.7) for the necklace state stationary position in the GPE and
found relatively good agreement with simulations in the GPE for low vortex numbers. We
confirmed that the agreement between the point-vortex model and GPE persists for longer
as the healing length reduces compared to system size.

6.2 Future Prospects

The studies conducted in this work have opened numerous new directions for future study,
both in the field of “vortex optics” and vortex dynamics in the bounded domain.

Leading on from our results of the analogous Snell’s law for quantum vortex dipoles in
a BEC, explorations of the optical analogy may yet suggest ways to create simple optical
elements such as lenses and mirrors for quantum vortex dipoles and may reveal additional
mechanisms for manipulating vortex motion [21, 44]. More immediately, an analysis
of the compressible and incompressible energy density as the vortex dipole undergoes
transient surface capture at the interface would enable a better understanding of the interface
phenomena (e.g. sound generation). The analogous dipole Snell’s law was found to always
be satisfied asymptotically, but there is currently a lack of predictive power for dipole
interface dynamics. Promisingly, there is work underway at the University of Queensland to
experimentally validate Snell’s law for vortex dipoles [104].

In the present work, we also found that the necklace state solution expressed in terms of
the metallic mean is a dramatically simpler result than the modified Tkachenko equation. The
unique properties of the metallic means suggest there may be similarly simple expressions
for other symmetric equilibria states in the disk and more generally the simply connected
domain by the Riemann conformal mapping theorem. Of particular interest is the stability
of the N = 4 state in the point-vortex model with images compared to the vortex particle
method reviewed in Section 4.2. The necklace state is at best locally stable as the stationary
positions are local maxima of system energy. However, we found that a linear stability
analysis of the necklace state in the point-vortex model is inadequate to determine the
precise conditions of stability. A non-linear stability analysis is required to systematically
verify the stability of the necklace state which is beyond the scope of the present work. In
the future, a general stability analysis may also be performed by using the Kolmogorov-
Arnold-Moser (KAM) method [105]. This analysis would be of interest to compare with
Thomson’s N-gon in the plane, in which the stability of the 7-gon state was resolved a
century after its proposal [88].

Due to finite core size and boundary effects, the predicted stationary necklace state
positions from the point-vortex model are not exactly the same as the stationary positions in
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the GPE. Since the stationary necklace states are metastable, and hence are not ground states,
they cannot be found by standard imaginary time propagation of the GPE. A pathway for
finding exact high energy stationary solutions of the GPE would be some form of conjugate
gradient method, with appropriate constraints (e.g. vortex number, angular momentum).
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Appendix A

Dipole Energy

In this appendix we calculate the vortex dipole energy in cartesian coordinates. By adopting
the ansatz for the core of a single vortex

√
ρ(r) =

√
ρ f (r) with f (r) (Eq. (2.47))

f (r) =
r

√
r2 + a2

, (A.1)

where a =
ξ

λ
and assuming no fluid boundaries are nearby, the ansatz for the wavefunction

of a vortex dipole is

ψ(r) =
√
ρ fd(r)eiϕ(r), (A.2)

where fd(r) is the multiplication of two single vortex cores fd(r) = f (r − r+) f (r − r−) and
the phase is ϕ(r) = ϕ1(x, y) − ϕ2(x, y). By working in cartesian coordinates and placing
a vortex anti-vortex pair with separation distance d along the x-axis, the dipole modulus
ansatz is

fd(x, y) =

√
(x − `)2 + y2√

(x − `)2 + y2 + a2

√
(x − `)2 + y2√

(x − `)2 + y2 + a2
(A.3)

where ` = d
2 and the phase of the dipole is

ϕ1(x, y) − ϕ2(x, y) = arctan
( y

x − `

)
− arctan

( y
x + `

)
. (A.4)

By using a similar argument from Eq. (2.48) to Eq. (2.52),
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E =

∫
d2r
~2|∇ψ|2

2m
+

g2D

2
(|ψ|2 − ρ0)2, (A.5)

Substituting in the ansatz and expanding the kinetic part of the energy gives

EK =

∫
d2r
~2|∇ψ|2

2m
=
~2

2m
ρ0

∫
d2r

(∂ fd

∂x

)2

+

(
∂ fd

∂y

)2

+ f 2
d

(∂ϕ
∂x

)2

+

(
∂ϕ

∂y

)2 , (A.6)

which can be broken up into an integral for the quantum pressure

EQ =
~2

2m
ρ0

∫
d2r

(∂ fd

∂x

)2

+

(
∂ fd

∂y

)2 , (A.7)

and an integral for the hydrodynamic energy

EH =
~2

2m
ρ0

∫
d2r f 2

d

(∂ϕ
∂x

)2

+

(
∂ϕ

∂y

)2 . (A.8)

Substituting in the ansatz into the interaction part of the energy gives

EI =
g2D

2

∫
d2r (|ψ|2 − ρ0)2 =

~2

2mξ2ρ0

∫
d2r ( f 2

d − 1)2. (A.9)

A.1 Quantum Pressure

We evaluate the quantum pressure term first. We transform the quantum pressure into polar
coordinates(
∂ fd

∂x

)2

+

(
∂ fd

∂y

)2

→
4a4r2

(
a4 + 2`2 cos(2θ)

(
a2 + 2`2 + r2

)
+ 2a2

(
2`2 + r2

)
+ 5`4 + 4`2r2 + r4

)
((

a2 + `2 + r2)2
− 4`2r2 cos2(θ)

)3 .

(A.10)

and set

c1 = 4a4r2
(
a4 + 2a2

(
2`2 + r2

)
+ 5`4 + 4`2r2 + r4 + 2`2

(
a2 + 2`2 + r2

))
,

c2 = −16a4r2`2
(
a2 + 2`2 + r2

)
,

α =
(
a2 + `2 + r2

)2
,

β = −4`2r2.
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The quantum pressure is then

EQ =
~2

2m
ρ0

[
16

∫ R

0
r
∫ π

0

c1

((2α + β) + β cos(θ))3 dθdr (A.11)

+16
∫ R

0
r
∫ π

0

c2 sin2(θ)
((2α + β) + β cos(θ))3 dθdr

]
. (A.12)

The first integral can be solved using identity 3.661 (Eq 4) from [106]∫ π

0

dθ
((2α + β) + β cos(θ))n+1 =

π

(4α(α + β))(n+1)/2 Pn

 (2α + β)

2
√
α(α + β)


(A.13)

=
π

22n+1(α + β)n
√
α(α + β)

n∑
k=0

(2n − 2k − 1)!!(2k − 1)!!
(n − k)!k!

(
α + β

α

)k

, where [2α + β > |β|].

(A.14)

Using the identity gives

16
~2

2m
ρ0

∫ R

0
c1r

∫ π

0

dθ
((2α + β) + β cos(θ))3 dr (A.15)

=16
~2

2m
ρ0

∫ R

0
c1r

π

25(α + β)2
√
α(α + β)

2∑
k=0

(4 − 2k − 1)!!(2k − 1)!!
(2 − k)!k!

(
α + β

α

)k

dr (A.16)

=
~2

2m
ρ0

∫ R

0
c1r

π
(
8α2 + 8αβ + 3β2

)
4(α(α + β))5/2 dr. (A.17)

The second integral in the quantum pressure can be solved using identity 3.665 from
[106]∫ π

0

sinµ−1(θ)
(α + β cos(θ))µ

dθ =
2µ−1√

(a2 − b2)µ
B(
µ

2
,
µ

2
), where [R µ > 0, 0 < β < α], (A.18)

where B is the Beta function (in this case B
(

3
2 ,

3
2

)
evaluates to π/8).

~2

2m
ρ016

∫ R

0
r
∫ π

0

c2 sin2(θ)
((2α + β) + β cos(θ))3 dθdr =

~2

2m
ρ0π

∫ R

0
r

c2

(α(α + β))3/2 dr (A.19)
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Combining the two parts

EQ =
~2

2m
ρ0π

[ ∫ R

0

c1r
(
8α2 + 8αβ + 3β2

)
4(α(α + β))5/2 +

c2r
(α(α + β))3/2

]
dr, (A.20)

EQ =
~2

2m
ρ0π

∫ R

0

8c1

(
α2 + αβ

)
+ 3β2c1 + 4αc2(α + β)

4(α(α + β))5/2 r dr. (A.21)

Substituting back in α, β, c1 and c2 gives

π
~2

4m
ρ0

∫ R

0

a4r3
(
8r2

(
a2 + 3l2 + r2

)2
(
−4l2r2

(
a2 + l2 + r2

)2
+

(
a2 + l2 + r2

)4
+ 6l4r4

))
((

a2 + l2 + r2)2
((

a2 + l2 + r2)2
− 4l2r2

))5/2

−

a4r3
(
16l2

(
a2 + l2 + r2

)2 (
a2 + 2l2 + r2

) ((
a2 + l2 + r2

)2
− 4l2r2

))
((

a2 + l2 + r2)2
((

a2 + l2 + r2)2
− 4l2r2

))5/2 dr. (A.22)

By integrating the radial integral with Mathematica, the quantum pressure is

EQ =
π~2

32l3m
(
a2 + l2)5/2ρ0

[
l
√

a2 + l2
(
a6 + 16a4l2 + 28a2l4 + 16l6

)
(A.23)

−a4
(
a4 + 6a2l2 + 8l4

)
tanh−1

(
l

√
a2 + l2

) ]
. (A.24)

A.2 Hydrodynamic Kinetic Energy

Transforming the hydrodynamic part to polar coordinates gives

EH =
~2

2m
ρ0

∫ R

0
r
∫ π

0

4`2(
a2 + `2)2

+ 2a2r2 − 2`2r2 cos(2θ) + r4
drdθ, (A.25)

which is of the same form as the momentum integrand.

EH =
4π~2

m
ρ0

∫ R

0

l2r(
a2 + l2 + r2) √

a4 + 2a2 (
l2 + r2) +

(
l2 − r2)2

dr, (A.26)
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By using similar methods to integrate, we arrive at

EH =
π~2ρ0

m
l

√
a2 + l2

log

2l
(√

a2 + l2 + l
)

+ a2

a2

 (A.27)

A.3 Interaction Energy

The expression for the interaction energy of the vortex dipole is

EI =
g2D

2

∫
d2r (|ψ|2 − ρ0)2 =

~2

2mξ2ρ0

∫
d2r ( f 2

d − 1)2. (A.28)

Substituting in the dipole ansatz

EI =
~2

2mξ2ρ0

∫ ∞

0

∫ 2π

0

(
a4 + 2a2

(
l2 + r2

))2((
a2 + l2 + r2)2

− 4l2r2 cos2(θ)
)2 rdrdθ, (A.29)

and integrating over θ

EI =
π~2

mξ2ρ0

∫ ∞

0

((
a2 + l2

)2
+ 2a2r2 + r4

) (
a4 + 2a2

(
l2 + r2

))2

(
a2 + l2 + r2)3

((
a2 + l2)2

+ 2r2(a − l)(a + l) + r4
)3/2 rdr. (A.30)

This radial integral can be evaluated to give the interaction energy of the vortex dipole

EI =
πρ~2

32l3m
[
a2 + l2)5/2

[
a2l

(
−a6 + 18a4l2 + 48a2l4 + 32l6

) √
a2 + l2 (A.31)

+a4
(
a6 + 20a4l2 + 48a2l4 + 32l6

)
tanh−1

(
l

√
a2 + l2

) ]
. (A.32)
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A.4 Total Energy

The total excitation energy of a vortex dipole was calculated by Fetter in 1965 [69]. The
full expression including the density perturbations near the cores is

Ed =
πρ0~

2

2d3m
(
d2 + 4ξ2)5/2[

d
(
d6 + 2

(
9d2 + 2

)
ξ6 + 4d2

(
3d2 + 4

)
ξ4 + d4

(
2d2 + 7

)
ξ2 − 4ξ8

) √
d2 + 4ξ2

+ 2
(
d8 + 8d6ξ2 + 4

(
5d2 − 1

)
ξ8 + 6d2

(
2d2 − 1

)
ξ6 + 2d4

(
d2 + 7

)
ξ4 + 4ξ10

)
× log

d
( √

d2 + 4ξ2 + d
)

2ξ2 + 1

 ]. (A.33)

In the hydrodynamic limit where d/ξ � 1, the energy of the dipole is

Ed = 2πρ0
~2

m

[
ln

(
d
ξ

)
+

1
4

+
1
2

]
. (A.34)
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Necklace State Sums

B.1 Inter-Vortex Terms

The sum S 1 gives the contributions to the motion of z1 from each vortex

S 1 =

N∑
n=2

eiπn

1 − ei2π(n−1)/N . (B.1)

If the system being solved consists of a single dipole, then the total number of vortices is
N = 2 and the summation S 1 is reduced to the single term

S 1 =

(
eiπ2

1 − ei2π(2−1)/N

)
=

1
2
, (B.2)

after which we may proceed to solving the second summation (S 2). If the number of dipoles
is greater than one, then we proceed to solve S 1 by first shifting the index of the summation
down by one

S 1 = −

N−1∑
k=1

eiπk

1 − ei2πk/N , (B.3)

and notice that the sum always has an odd number of terms. We then split the sum into three
parts, evaluate the middle term

S 1 = −

N/2−1∑
k=1

eiπk

1 − ei2πk/N +
eiπN/2

1 − ei2π(N/2)/N +

N−1∑
k=N/2+1

eiπk

1 − ei2πk/N

 , (B.4)
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and place the two sums together

S 1 = −
eiπN/2

2
−

N/2−1∑
k=1

eiπk

1 − ei2πk/N +

N−1∑
k=N/2+1

eiπk

1 − ei2πk/N

 . (B.5)

The summations can be preformed in any order. The second sum will be manipulated to
mirror the first sum. We first shift the index on the second sum

S 1 = −
eiπN/2

2
−

N/2−1∑
k=1

eiπk

1 − ei2πk/N +

N/2−1∑
k=1

eiπ(k+N/2)

1 − ei2π(k+N/2)/N

 , (B.6)

and then invert the order of summation by letting l = N/2 − k and substituting it into the
second sum

S 1 = −
eiπN/2

2
−

N/2−1∑
k=1

eiπk

1 − ei2πk/N +

N/2−1∑
l=1

eiπ(N−l)

1 − ei2π(N−l)/N

 . (B.7)

We are now free to let k = l

S 1 = −
eiπN/2

2
−

N/2−1∑
k=1

eiπk

1 − ei2πk/N +

N/2−1∑
k=1

eiπ(N−k)

1 − ei2π(N−k)/N

 , (B.8)

and reduce the two now identical summation symbols to one

S 1 = −
eiπN/2

2
−

N/2−1∑
k=1

[
eiπk

1 − ei2πk/N +
eiπ(N−k)

1 − ei2π(N−k)/N

]
. (B.9)

We observe that eiπk and eiπ(N−k) always give the same sign, since N is always an even
number. We combine them into one term and simplify the denominator in the last term

S 1 = −
eiπN/2

2
−

N/2−1∑
k=1

eiπk

[
1

1 − ei2πk/N +
1

1 − e−i2πk/N

]
, (B.10)

and immediately see that the two terms in the brackets simplify down to one

S 1 = −
eiπN/2

2
−

N/2−1∑
k=1

eiπk. (B.11)
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By writing the previous equation in a different form

S 1 =
(−1)N/2−1

2
−

N/2−1∑
k=1

eiπk, (B.12)

it is clear to see that if N/2 − 1 is even, the first term will evaluate to 1/2 and the second to
0, leaving 1/2 behind. And if N/2 − 1 is odd the first term will evaluate to −1/2 and the
second to 1, again leaving 1/2 behind. Hence the solution is always

S 1 =
1
2
. (B.13)

B.2 Vortex Image Terms

The second summation is the contribution from all of the vortex-images to the motion of the
vortex z1. It is given as

S 2 = −

(
dN

R

)2 N∑
n=1

κne−i2π(n−1)/N

1 − (dN/R)2e−i2π(n−1)/N . (B.14)

To simplify, we let a = (dN/R)2

S 2 = −a
N∑

n=1

eiπne−i(n−1)2π/N

1 − ae−i(n−1)2π/N , (B.15)

and shift the sum down by one

S 2 = a
N−1∑
k=0

eik(N/2−1)2π/N

1 − ae−ik2π/N . (B.16)

The geometric series transform pairs, valid for a , 1 are

N−1∑
j=0

e−i jk2π/N a j =
1 − aN

1 − ae−ik2π/N , (B.17)

1
N

N−1∑
k=0

ei jk2π/N 1 − aN

1 − ae−ik2π/N = a j, (B.18)
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where j can be positive or negative (the second corresponding to a→ a−1). Since we have
initially made the choice (−1)k = eikπ, the second result, with positive choice j ≡ N/2 − 1
gives

a
N−1∑
k=0

eik(N/2−1)2π/N

1 − ae−ik2π/N = aN
a(N/2−1)

1 − aN . (B.19)

The result of the second sum is then

S 2 =
N(dN/R)N

1 − (dN/R)2N . (B.20)

If we combine S 1 from Appendix B.1 and S 2, Eq. (4.41) becomes

1
2

+
N(dN/R)N

1 − (dN/R)2N = 0, (B.21)

or, in terms of x = (dN/R)N ,

x2 − 2Nx − 1 = 0, (B.22)

and the positive root yields

x = N +
√

N2 + 1, (B.23)

giving

dN/R = (N +
√

N2 + 1)1/N (B.24)

which describes the location of the images. The vortex locations are given by the other
choice for phases: (−1)k = eikπ, and j = −N/2 − 1, instead giving

S 2 =
N(R/dN)N

1 − (R/dN)2N . (B.25)

The sum for S1 and S2 can then be combined together to give Eq. (4.44).
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